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Madison's
profound and
pragmatic

STILL
Detail, James Madison Statue, Library of Congress

WHEN HISTORIANS RANK THE QUALITY OF PRESIDENTS, James Madison generally is listed high, but he is rarely,
if ever, included on that short list of truly great presidents -

the handful of American leaders that is nearly

always headed by George Washington or Abraham Lincoln. If presidents were ranked on the sum total
of their contributions to our nation -

covering their entire lives, not just their presidencies - then James

Madison would surely be very near the top of the list. Unlike most presidents, Mr. Madison's greatest gifts to our
democracy were made before he was president.
As important as his contributions were
as the fourth president, as Thomas Jeffer-

created chaos -

or, even worse, violence

all his three predecessors Washington,
Adams, and Jefferson put together." Henry

and civic disorder.

son's secretary of state and as a congress-

None of this occurred here. The Ameri-

Clay considered Madison the finest political

man, his greatest role in the establish-

can people were calm and confident. This

writer in the new republic and second in

ment of our nation was the creation of

is not to say that all were satisfied or silent.

overall importance only to George Wash-

one of the most important documents in

Some were exasperated; some protested;

ington. The man who assumed the presi-

history - the U.S. Constitution.

some were obnoxious. But all realized that

dency a century and a half after Madison,

the crisis would pass and America would

John F. Kennedy, called Madison the most

James Madison created the framework for

not only survive the moment, it would

underappreciated of the founding fathers.

a new form of government -

one that

also grow stronger because of the experi-

James Madison University, the only

continues to operate smoothly and one

ence. The confidence of our citizens comes

university in America named for Mr. Madi-

that is the envy of the world.

from 200 years of national success and

son, has taken a leadership role nationally

As the "Father of the Constitution,"

-

The tripartite system of government

from Madison's profound and pragmatic

in commemorating his life. A weeklong

establishing executive, legislative and

genius. Americans know that our nation

celebration in March at JMU featured a

judicial branches of government -

the U.S. Constitu-

broad range of events highlighting the

made the United States a sentinel for free-

has

tion - in place to peacefully resolve the out-

many contributions made by Madison.

dom and a model that is widely imitated

come of any challenge to our way of life.

has the mechanism -

Madison's Constitution achieved the

but never fully duplicated.

On James Madison Day itself, our main
speaker was Associate Justice Clarence

The document that Madison authored

challenge he had given himself: "You must

Thomas of the U.S. Supreme Court, which

has guided our nation for more than two

first enable the government to control the

was created by Madison's Constitution.

centuries. The Constitution is a masterpiece

governed; and in the next place oblige it

The week's activities are featured in

that gives us a set of laws with the rigidity

to control itself. A dependence upon the

this issue of Montpelier, along with arti-

to deal with crises as well as the flexibility

people is, no doubt, the primary control

cles written by some of the nation's lead-

to change as society changes.

on the government . .. "

ing Madison scholars. All of us at JMU

Within the last few years alone, our

Through our celebration of the 250th

hope that this celebration will mark the

nation has experienced

anniversary of Madison's birth, we join

beginning of a new and expanded appre-

the ordeal of the im-

his contemporaries and the scholars of

ciation among Americans for the huge

peachment of a presi-

today in recognizing the enormous role

role James Madison played in the creation

dent and of a bitterly

he played in founding our nation.

of our nation and our way of life.

disputed presidential
election.

In

John Adams, America's second presi-

many

dent, was lavish in his praise of Madison:

nations, either of those

"His administration has acquired more

Linwood H. Rose

occurrences would have

glory, and established more union, than

President
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ClARf NCf THOMAS:
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Supreme Court Justice

l

Madison 'struck the balance on the side of liberty'
At times the Constitution might seem like
Han anachronistic
hindrance," Associate
Supreme Court Justice
Clarence Thomas told an
overflow Wilson Hall audience at the James Madison
Day Convocation in March.
That hindrance was deliberately contrived. James Madi6
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inefficient government.

"By creating an inefficient central government," Thomas
explained, "Madison meant to protect society. . .. He deliberately
struck the balance on the side of liberty."
In so doing, Thomas said, James Madison created "a constitution

that is admired the world over."
Thomas gave the keynote address to five standing ovations at
the James Madison Day Convocation, the central event of the
weeklong JMU 250th anniversary celebration of James Madison's
birth on March 16, 1751. He also answered questions submitted
by students in the audience and after the program had lunch with
a group of 25 students.
In 1991 Thomas became the second African-American named

to the Supreme Court. At 53, he is the youngest Supreme Court
justice and has carved out a prominent role as one of the court's
most conservative. A leading critic of civil rights orthodoxy, he has
also led the revival of the natural law approach to original intent
jurisprudence. Thomas specifically looks to the nation's other
founding documents, most notably the Declaration of Independence, for guidance in interpreting the Constitution.

Continued on Page B

James Madison Day Convocation speaker Clarence Thomas is the first sitting Supreme Court ius·
lice to speak at JMU.Students and faculty and staff members were eager to talk with the justice
after his keynote address in Wilson Hall Auditorium.
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Presidential Candidate
'Put human need over corporate

greed'
"People who don't turn
on to politics will find politics turning onto them in a
very disagreeable manner,"
says the nation's foremost
consumer activist Ralph
Nader. Fittingly, on St. Patrick's Day, the former Green
Party presidential candidate
spoke to a capacity crowd of
students in Wilson Hall on
the consequences of "growing up corporate" and other
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"Growing up corporate has a lot of consequences;' says Nader.
"It's not just paying more, it's not just having a less safe society, it's
not just losing control of our government, it's not just jeopardizing
and ruining our environment -

it's damaging our own self-

respect. We need to put human need over corporate greed."
Nader's speech was sponsored by the student-led University
Program Board and was part of a week of campus events celebrating James Madison's 250th birthday. His three-hour presentation
included a question and answer session for the 1,200-plus students
in Wilson. More students and professors watched the speech via
closed-circuit television at three campus satellite locations.
Nader is best known for his leadership of "Nader's Raiders,"
a group of activists who have successfully fought for improvements in the safety and environmental responsiveness of American industries and corporate products. His lifelong crusade was
honored on TIME magazine's list of the 100 most influential Amer-

During an hour-long question and answer session.consumer activist Ralph Nader was asked ii he
would run for president in 2004.Nader said."It's too soontodecide.My present work includes
speaking at universities. recruiting peoplefor the Green Partyticket and rallying activists."

icans in the 20th century.
Nader described a multitude of aspects that surround his belief
that Americans have grown up thinking of life only in terms favor-

Continued on Page 9
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Continued from Page 6
Thomas is the first sit-

so government must be limThomas said Madi-

itself not become the destroyer

eigns that can't be comman-

of those self-same liberties."

deered or taxed by another"

ting Supreme Court justice

ited" -

to speak at JMU and drew

son has enabled the United

Madison "found safety for

and "creates organizations of

media coverage from C-SPAN,

States "to enjoy unprecedented

freedom in a multiplicity of

resistance against unjust use
of [national] power."

the Atlanta Constitution, the

political stability and economic

forces;' including federalism,

Associated Press and Virginia

and social prosperity for more

which Thomas called "another

news outlets. In addition to

than two centuries.

the full house in Wilson Hall,

"Madison and the other

The Supreme Court jus-

safeguard" of liberty. Although

tice said, "This is a theme that

federalism allowed both slav-

has gone unnoticed but which

several hundred more stu-

framers made a significant

ery and segregation to flourish,

underlies the court's current

dents and professors watched

advance in politics and polit-

Thomas conceded, federalism

federalism jurisprudence."

Thomas' address via closed-

ical theory," the Supreme

acts as a check on national gov-

The thinking behind "this

circuit television at five cam-

Court justice explained, "an

ernment and, as a subsidiary

resurrection of federalism" is

advance that allowed them to

effect, protects states' rights.

pus locations.
By recognizing "universal

create a government strong

Federalism "didn't just de-

that "local or state government
is more responsive because

principles" in the Constitu-

enough to defend itself and

centralize decision making or

it is closer to the people;'

tion -

including "that men

the liberties of its people, but

diffuse power," he added. It

Thomas explained. States can

by nature become tyrannical,

limited enough that it would

"created independent sover-

tailor legislation to local con-

M

freedom in terms of television

purposes and to be our ser-
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Consumer activist and author Ralph Nader. left copies of two of his books. Unso/e 01Any
SpeedondCivics for1/emocrocr!IJourneyfor Teoc/JersondS1uden1s, in Carrier library after
his speech on campus in March.
Continued from Page 7

instead of

saying 'that's our property;"

ters and they define our pur-

Nader said. 'We should be say-

poses through control over

ing that we want our own pro-

the government. Our corpo-

grams and production facili-

rate attitude has helped enable

ties to fund the public's radio

the corruption of the political

and television programs so

process. Eighty percent of the

that all the things going on

money contributed to federal

in the community can have

elections comes from busi-

a voice and compete for the

nesses, and many large corpo-

public's attention."

rations spread millions in cam-

Reiterating his mantra that

paign contributions over both

growing up corporate has dire

parties in what amounts to

able to the corporate world.

not be telling us what we

consequences, Nader explained

equal opportunity corruption."

For example, he said, "The

want to see on television. We

that people tend to assume

Those monies enable lax

news media needs to be

deserve time to rebut, time to

things are "out of their con-

enforcement of federal regu-

reclaimed by the people. Mass

reject, time to bring the best

trol:' He urged students to

latory laws, protect private

advertising is one of our big-

out of people, time to give the

buck the assumption. "Cor-

corporations' lucrative gov-

gest belief systems, but a few

best ideas. Instead, we have

porations were conceived in

ernment contracts and pro-

corporate advertisers should

allowed ourselves to define

our country to further public

mote expensive bailout pro-

ditions and needs, protecting

"Every age has its impor-

and creating new rights. "At a

tant policies that some people

broader level, the existence of

believe must be enacted at any

numerous states, each making

cost to the constitutional struc-

certain decisions concern-

ture;' he continued. "Far from

ing the allocation of resources

being a vise, though, these

and the balance between

checks and balances -

the

public power and private

double security, as Madison

rights creates a beneficial

called them, double security

marketplace of policies."

for our liberties -

are the

The jurisprudence of fed-

genius of our system of gov-

eralism is reflected in court

ernment. And, I might add,

rulings, Thomas said, since

the genius of James Madison.

"the Supreme Court answers

For what is an impediment

cases. We don't respond on

to the majority will is equally

broad principles. All of these

an impediment to governmen-

mechanisms protect liberties

tal tyranny.

and a private ordering oflife;'

"For our liberties, designed

he said." ... Some see all these

by our James Madison and

Associate Supreme Court Justice Clarence Thomas takes alittle razzing by astudent sharinga
protester's T-shirt which reads, "Your Honor, I object."Arter his speech, Thomas answered student Questions, lunched with students and talked one-on-one with students, who both praised
and criticized his voting record. More than 40 students exercised their right of free speech by
protesting the appearance of Thomas as keynote speaker for James Madison Dav. Protesters
included members of several women's studies classes and the College Democrats.

constitutional checks and bal-

the other founders, should be

pie, by the people and for the

"That, my friends, would

ances as bothersome or cum-

in working order so that, in

people shall not perish from

be a worthy birthday present
fo r Mr. Madison."

bersome or inconvenient im-

the words of Abraham Lin-

the face of the this Earth,"'

pediments to majority rule.

coln, 'government of the peo-

Thomas concluded.

- Pam Brock
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politics at the local level by

education as opposed to just

Nader added to his call to

taxpayers. "Even local gov-

running for local and state

learning a "vocation:' He said,

arms, "For people your age,
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ernments are not immune to

offices on the Green Party

"On Madison's 250th birth-

apathy is a cop-out. This is the

V
E

the corporate trend;' said

ticket. Form local civic clubs

day, I want to punctuate that

freest time of your life. When

grams -

I

Nader. "In many cities, tax-

that sponsor accountability

when those 100 people came

else i yoUJ; life wjll you have

payers are funding stadiums

sessions for political repre-

to Philadelphia in 1787 to

your own laboratories, ample

and arenas while their schools

sentatives. People often ask

draft a constitution, none- of

meeting places, specialists (fac-

are crumbling."

me how I got started, and it

them were experts in stage

ulty) to tap into? Be activists

He added, 'We've thrown
in the towel when it comes to

was because I attended a big

coach design. But they were

for your beliefs. Third parties

rally like this one:'

very knowledgeaBle in ublic

are the leaders of such social

democracy except for a very

Nader also encouraged

few. But when democracies

students to obtain a "civic

weaken, injustices arise. . ..

education" and follow in the

The two parties write laws

footsteps of James Madison in

movements, and young people

tiqn of wn at should occur in

that discourage third-party

trying to learn about all sub-

want to learn. Be activists in

competition, keeping their

jects and get a strong liberal

your education."

power duopoly in tact."
Prompted by a student's
question on "how to overcome the feeling that one person cannot make a difference;'
Nader said "Get involved in
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today's socie y."
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New director says center to bring

Madison
to the masses
LAST FALL, WHEN THE NATION WAS MIRED IN THE BICKERING
over close votes, recounts and electoral college debates of the
2000 presidential election, the last things the media and the public
needed were speculations, misinformation and misconceptions of
what the Constitution says about determining close elections.
What they really needed was a Constitutional expert -

someone

like James Madison, the Father of the Constitution.

While that obviously wasn't
possible, Phil Bigler ('74, '76M),
former National Teacher of the
Year and the newly appointed
director of the James Madison
Center, thinks JMU should
offer the next best thing 10

a

center that has the scholars,

J
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Bigler, whose appointment
was announced by President
Linwood H. Rose at the James

thinker, Madison was "the
great pragmatist. He under-

in Virginia named after Madi-

stood the nature of people,"

son and start outreach pro-

Bigler adds.

grams and partnerships with

The center's first goal will

Madison Day Convocation on

them. He also wants the cen-

be to heighten awareness on

ter to become an educational

JMU's campus of Madison's

resource for all teachers and

contributions to American his-

the impetus for hands-on edu-

tory and government, Bigler

cational activities such as a

believes. He hopes to form a

mock Constitutional Conven-

student committee to work

tion where student represen-

closely with the center on pro-

tatives debate and possibly

grams, activities and academics

amend the Constitution for

"so Madison becomes part

the 21st century.

of the JMU culture." Putting

The new director believes

more emphasis on Madison

the James Madison Center's

during freshman orientation

focus on educating the public

will also "make students more

complements the fourth pres-

aware of the university's epo-

ident. "Madison believed edu-

nym." Expanding the use of

cation of the general populace

the center's Web site and the

was necessary and important

Internet will bring Madison's

to the survival of the repub-

words, thoughts and works to

lic," he says.

an even greater audience.

1998 National Teacher of the Year Phil
Bigler's directorship was announced dur·
ing the James Madison Day Convocation.

identify those public schools

In the information revolu-

"Ultimately," the director

tion of today, people are bom-

says, "we want to have a Madi-

barded with "so many sources

son expert on faculty -

of information and entertain-

an

endowed chair. We're looking

ment that they often no longer

at a top-notch scholar coming

feel compelled to be civically

toJMU."

aware;' Bigler laments. As the

March 16, wants the Madison

It will take effort, resources

Center to become "the expert

and determination to bring the

on the Constitution" in the

diminutive, pragmatic Madi-

A teacher for 23 years, Big-

events of last fall showed,

eyes of national and state

son into the national spotlight

ler feels a kinship and loyalty

too often Americans have the

media. He wants the center

as one of -

if not the great-

to public education that he

opinion that "I don't care what

craftsman of the U.S.

plans to demonstrate through

the Constitution says. This is

to become a renowned source

est -

of accurate information and

Constitution. But Bigler sees

the center's commitment to

what I think should happen."

expertise on Constitutional

the James Madison Center as

public schools. This summer

Through Bigler's vision at

matters too.

playing a crucial role in pro-

JMU will be a host site for a

the helm of the Madison

It only makes sense. Madi-

viding information on what

teacher institute called "We the

Center, people will easily be

son was one of the "greatest

Madison did and thought and

People;' which will focus on

able to find out what the Con-

governmental thinkers in

also on who he was.

the Constitution and Madison's

stitution says. And rather than

In their lifetimes, Madison

role in crafting it. Through

not caring, people will appre-

who hopes the the center will

and Jefferson often comple-

similar institutes, workshops

ciate the vision and pragma-

bring Madison into the histor-

mented each other, says Bigler.

and programs, Bigler hopes

tism of a quiet, small man

to "hook educators and all

with huge ideas -

their students on Madison."

once known as The Great

American history;' says Bigler,

ical prominence he deserves.

"Jefferson tended to be more

"I want James Madison to be

radical. Madison brought him

to JMU what Jefferson is to

back to center." While Jeffer-

A first step in that educa-

U.Va.;' he says.

son was considered a great

tional outreach may be to

a man

Little Madison.

- Margie Shetterly

.J., •: -
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Montpelier throws a star-spangled bash
The folks at Montpelier,

by Christian Cotz ('97), Mont-

the home of James Madison,

pelier's student education coor-

know how to throw a 250th

dinator, who says, "The liv-

birthday party. Invite 3,000

ing flag was a representation

kids and stand back.

of the flag of Madison's pres-

The March 16 birthday

idency -

The Star Spangled

party launched a yearlong cel-

Banner, which is

ebration of the life and legacy

fourth-grade SOL subject.

also a

of James Madison. The cele-

We're very pleased with this

bration began with a presiden-

success since we've never

Sarah Atkinson, afourth-grader from Jouett flementarv School in Louisa County, gets star
placement instructions fromMontpelier student education coordinator Christian Cotz ('97)
Madison portrayer John

blue confetti shot from three

tial wreath being placed at the

done anything on this scale.

Douglas Hall of Stafford told

cannons. Visitors also talked

newly refurbished Madison

The children were amazing."

the children, "Your participa-

with actors portraying Madi-

family cemetery. The highlight

To reward their feat, the

tion today is symbolic in that

son's wife, Dolley, and his

of the day, however, occurred

children were featured on

this flag will be created by

friends Thomas Jefferson, Ben-

when 3,000 school children

ABC's March 19 Good Morn -

not one, but by many of you

jamin Franklin, George Wash-

from five Virginia counties

ing America broadcast. As a

working together, just as our

ington and James Monroe.

created a "living flag" on the

cameraman climbed aboard

democracy is the product of

The Mont elier Founda-

front lawn of the Madisons'

a cherry picker truck to get a

not one but many of us who

tion unveiled its first period-

family mansion.

wide-angle shot of the 150-

sought to achieve it."

room exhibit, which trans-

A sea of third-, fourth- and

foot flag, GMA producer Tom

After singing Happy Birth-

fifth-graders toted red, white

Giusto shouted instructions

day with accompaniment by a

and blue placards of square-

into a microphone, "You are

U.S. Marine Corps Band, chil-

Madison's hosted their famous

and star-shaped cardboard.

amazing. This is going to be a

dren and visitors scramble for

guest, the Marquis de Lafayette.

The marvel was orchestrated

great opening for the show."

100 pounds of red, white and

formed the Madison dining
room back to 1824 when th

- Michelle Hite ('88)

A 200-YEAR-OLD MIRROR, scarred and battered by its journey through time, has returned

to its original home at Montpelier where James and Dolley Madison once peered

into its silvery depths. What other historical figures did the same? Thomas

Jefferson or James Monroe, deep in thought? An enslaved African-American pan-

dering his existence? Certainly, the Madisons' looking glass reflected a singular perspective

on history- the comings and goings of a young nation. American leaders and foreign diplomats,

master and slave, the exalted and fashionable as well as the downtrodden and barefoot -

all would have cast a glance at its shimmering surface as they passed through the center

drawing room at Montpelier in the late 1700s and early 1800s.
On loan from James Madison University, this large mirror
(circa 1800-1820), probably one of a pair, might have been
mounted on the wall beside the fireplace in the center hall/drawing
room after 1790. The mirror was painted to match the woodwork
in the room, with a "milk-paint" applied to the frame. The con-

Story by Lee Langston-Harrison
curator, Montpelier

struction indicates that the mirror was made on the estate by

Design by Melanie Rowan ('OO)

enslaved skilled craftsmen.
Because Dolley sold Montpelier after James' death and because
the estate passed through several owners thereafter, original Madison objects are rare. So this grand mirror and the other 25 pieces
that have "come home" to the estate either as a loan, purchase or
gift are significant. Many of the Madison items are on exhibition at
Montpelier throughout this anniversary year of 2001.
The highlight of the 250th celebration at Montpelier has been
the opening of several exhibits, including The Pleasure of Your

Company Is Requested: A Harvest Home Supper with the Madisons.
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Called "the yellow room"
because of the intense sunflower yellow wall color that
Dolley adored, the circa 1790
dining room has been recreated to offer the modern-day
visitor the atmosphere of an
intimate dinner party hosted
by James and Dolley Madison
in honor of General Lafayette's
visit to America in the fall of
1824. The table is set for a first
course of hearty soup and cold
meats, and the guests are about
to sit down to an evening of
lively conversation and good

James and Dolley Madison's dining room positively glistens. as it did in 1824 for dinner guest. General Lafayette. The
dramatic sunflower-colored wall paint. silver candelabras. glimmering china andoriginal furnishings all combine to
reflect the Madison style in Montpelier's Harvest Home Supper exhibit.

food. Life-sized photo cutouts

Dolley used this intense "sun-

ture, especially the Windsor

Brien ('OO), is an interactive

represent the dinner party, a

flower yellow" as a wall color

chairs, the Win chester (Va.)

panel display focusing on

house slave and Lafayette's valet.

because she favored it in her

sideboard and the side tables.

James Madison as the "Father

While accurately depicting

private salon in the president's

Another 250th anniver-

the dining room in th e fall of

mansion (White House).

of the Constitution."

sary show is The Madisons'

These shows and other

1824, this show also displays

When the couple retired

Style and Taste, a one-year

new interpretations help tell

Dolley's famed hospitality as

to Montpelier in 1817, Dol-

gallery display of Madison

the story of a young American

well as the importance of

ley tried to update the room

family objects that have "come

nation, the Madison family

Montpelier as a setting for

from the "old fashioned" (circa

home" to Montpelier.

and the enslaved African-

James' famous conversations.

1780-1790) style that James

The last of the new

Americans who resided at

Here one can discover first-

preferred. Sh e loved the clas-

exhibits, A Virginian's Design

Montpelier. For hours call

hand why Madison was called

sical designs coming from

for Freedom, designed by Colin

(540) 672-2728 .

"The Sage of Montpelier!'

Europe and current archaeo-

About the author

James built this dining

logical expeditions at Pompeii.

space onto the main core of

Th e window treatments, the

the house in the 1790s. In

use of vibrant color, and the

1809-12, while serving his first

china and silver illuminate

of the James Monroe Museum and Memorial Library in Fred-

term as president, he had the

Dolley's love of the classical

ericksburg. With a master's in historic resources management

room fitted with egg and dart

influences so popular in the

and a collections care management certificate, she is the author

crown molding, new carpet,

1820s. James' preference for the

and, likely, fresh paint on all

earlier Federal style is repre-

four walls. We speculate that

sented by much of the furni-

Lee Langston-Harrison is director of curatorial operations at
Montpelier. Previously she was curator and assistant director

of A Presidential Legacy, a catalog on the collections at the James
Monroe Museum, and other publications relating to Monroe,
Madison and other American founders.
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JMU's day to

Cherish Madi
part of the national "seminary of learning" he proposed to Congress back in 1810.

ished the spirit of the day -

students, educators, legislators, musicians, academic

judicial servants coming together in an atmosphere of learning.

Keynote speaker Clarence
Thomas, associate justice of
the U.S. Supreme Court, won
over a crowd of students, professors and guests by presenting himself not as one of the
guardians of the Constitu-

Page 19). The convocation so

tion, but, simply and humbly,

included performances by the

as a teacher.

JMU Wind Symphony, the

Nearly 1,300 students, fac-

Madison Singers and profes-

ulty and staff members and

sor Carol Kniebusch Noe, who

guests jammed into Wilson

performed on a crystal flute

Hall Auditorium to hear the

once owned by James Madi-

justice speak. Hundreds more
students and professors listened to Thomas' address via
closed-circuit television at
university's ne

five campus locations.
Thomas spoke on the

son Center.

Constitution, federalism and
the "genius of Madison" and
devoted time to students in a
post-speech

question

and

answer session. JMU President
Linwood H. Rose thanked
Thomas, saying "Thank you,
Justice Thomas. That was a
wonderful class, and you have
about 1,300 ready to enroll."
After his address, Justice
Thomas devoted more per-

reads iro Madis n's -second State of
the Unmn address,which called for a
national university. Music professor
Carol Kniebusch Noe plays Madison's
l 9th-century crystal flute. JMU's Wind
Symphony accompanies the Madison

in 1920 for $200,
according to the professor.
"The flute is beautiful,"

c onne

n

Music professor Carol Noe plays Parisian-crafted
crystal flute, a gift to President James Madison
The instrument bears an

Madison's 250th birthday gave

inscription on one of its sil-

music professor Carol Knie-

ver fittings: ''A S E President

busch Noe a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity. She capped
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played the flute, but I'm going

The tube is thicker and has a

to think that he did because

diamond-shaped pattern."
Noe did not have much
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translates, "To His Eminence

since it arrived on campus

s
I

must have handled it."
The professor's recital fea-

under tight security only days

tured early American songs

before her performance. To

from The Gentleman's Amuse-

prepare, she practiced on an

ment, a collection of Ameri-

early 19th-century wood flute,

can melodies and patriotic

also on loan from the Dayton

songs from Colonial times.

President Madison of the

with a recital on a crystal flute

United States." A S E is an

once owned by Madison.

abbreviation for A Son Emi-

"Miller Collection curator

nence. "Laurent/aParis./1813"

Robert Sheldon is a flute player

Madison's day proved to be a

is also inscribed on another

himself;' says Noe. "He under-

challenge for Noe and School

of the flute's silver fittings.

stood that I needed to prac-

of Music colleague Susan Bar-

The Madison flute is part

tice on an antique flute .... I

ber. Flute musicologist Nancy

of the Dayton C. Miller Flute

knew the crystal flute would

Toff, who has been a consult-

Collection, the world's largest

sound very different, but the

ant to the Library of Con-

flute archives. The collection

loaner has been beneficial in

gress for the Miller flute col-

was amassed by the Cleveland

practicing unique fingering

lection, was helpful in sug-

physicist and flute lover, who

techniques necessary to play

gesting composers and books,

early flutes. We don't know if

says Noe. One of the books

The flute was crafted m
1813 by Claude Laurent m
Paris and was a gift to President Madison. The flute is currently housed in the Library of
Congress, which rarely loans
the instrument; but special
arrangements were made to
make it part of JMU's week-

C. Miller Flute Collection.
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I want to. Nobody knows that
he didn't. And of course, he

off a 28-year teaching career

I
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Madison des Etats Unis;' which

Madison

she says. "It's not thin crystal.

time to practice on the flute,
The celebration of James

Mr.

long celebration.

acquired the Madison crystal

Finding other historically
accurate sources for music of

Toff recommended, Music for

"What we know about this
particular flute is sketchy;' says

Patriots, Politicians and Presi-

Noe, who presented "Music

dents: Harmonies and Discords

of James Madison" on the flute

of the First Hundred Years, was

in both a Wilson Hall recital

out of print, but Noe pur-

and a brief performance prior

chased a copy after a harried,

to Justice Clarence Thomas'

but eventually successful, on-

Madison Day lecture.

line search.

"We believe the flute was

Noe was eager to share

delivered to Madison by Lafa-

with her faculty colleagues the

yette," says Noe. "Claude Lau-

excitement of having the flute

rent's flutes were prized in the

on campus. Music professors

first half of the 19th century as
superior musical instruments
and as exquisite art objects."

Keith Stevens and Vicki Ber-

"Heck, no!" says President linwood H. Rose to professor Carol Kniebusch Noe, when she offered
him Madison's fragile crystal flute. "Paying the insurance policy is enough."

neking accompanied Noe on
period selections featuring a

I

19thcentury
guitar and a
harpsichord. Michele Kirkdorffer, D. Ray McClellan and
Susan Barber also accompanied on the oboe, clarinet and
bassoon, respectively.
Carol Noe then played a

respect

Presidential

describes as "a short popular
melody of the day. I wanted
to bring in the French connection because of the French
flute and because we think it
was delivered to Madison by
Marquis de Lafayette."
Noe has a long list of proincluding serving as National
Flute Association delegate to
China in 1987 and the Soviet
Union in 1989. She conducted
the JMU Flute Choir (which
she founded in 1973) in a 1999
performance as the first American flute choir invited to perform in England.
Noe says, "Playing the
Madison flute parallels the day

development. Dolley Madi-

Professor compiles readings on first lady

by Marin Marais, which she

fessional accomplishments

who have contributed to its

Lom~anion: anew text

solo composition, La Folia

Anthony J. Eksterowicz. political science
professor. will publish his book on the
Office of First lady in spring 2002.

for the office
and the women

son, the first president's wife

Eksterowicz and fellow

to be referred to as "first

scholar, Robert Watson of the

lady," is one of the women

University of Hawaii at Hilo,

that the professor admires

have compiled a collection of

more the more he studies her.

articles on first ladies that will

"Dolley Madison was the

be published in 2002 by the

first dynamic first lady;' says

University of South Carolina

Eksterowicz. Her propensity

Press. Eksterowicz views the

for conversation and social
events balanced her hus-

panion: Readings on the First

band's introverted personal-

M
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Ladies, as a supplement to col-

ity. "Dolley understood that

T

lege textbooks until improved

the presidency was a rather

government and political sci-

weak office when her hus-

ence texts give the subject

band was inaugurated in

wives have shaped the Office

more attention. The professors

1809;' Eksterowicz adds. "She

of First Lady as they presided

found most American govern-

realized she had to find a

at social events, advised presi-

ment textbooks offer very lit-

way to further her husband's

dents on Cabinet appoint-

tle or only anecdotal informa-

agenda, and the way to do

ments, testified before Con-

tion on first ladies.

that was to communicate. One
way to do that was to have

gress on policy matters and
traveled abroad as presiden-

contributing to the reader

Federalists and Republicans

include professors Kay Knick-

come together at her famous

rehm and Robin Teske, who

'Wednesday drawing rooms;

"Because it is not a defined

Teaching Award in value to

office, it is ripe for being de-

wrote First Ladies and Policy

which were similar to mod-

me. I think It's the peak of my

fined by the personalities who

Making: Crossing the Public/

ern cocktail parties. Dolley is

career to play something that

inhabit it;' says political science

Private Divide, and professor

also credited with being the
first person to make the

actually belonged to James

professor Anthony J. Ekstero-

Glenn Hastedt, who wrote First

Madison. Words can't express

wicz, who believes study of

Ladies and U.S. Foreign Policy.

White House 'our house.' She

Working on the book

set the stage for others who

what that means."

-Janet l. Smith ('Bl)

the Office of the First Lady is
long overdue.

also heightened Eksterowicz's
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JMU political scientists

tial envoys.
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book, The Presidential Com-

Over the years, presidential

I received the Distinguished
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would follow."
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Seemingly small developments, such as establishing

Bill Act in the U.S. House in

__(ding)

the first official letterhead for
the Office of the First Lady,

up support far aliberty dollar

have advanced the profession-

May 1998. The bill has been
introduced into the U.S. House
three times, last year garnering the support of 108 rep-

alism of the office. "But it is still

resentatives. Rep. Eric Can-

hard to compare the early first

tor, (R-Va.), reintroduced the

ladies with modern first ladies

measure this year, hoping his

because you are comparing

seat on the Financial Services

apples and oranges," the pro-

subcommittee would get the
bill into a subcommittee hear-

fessor explains.

ing -

He points to now-Senator

the goal of Wright's

students today.

Hillary Clinton, who headed

As part of their participa-

presidential task forces; Rosalyn Carter, who presided over

tion in JMU's 250th celebra-

mental-health reform; Eleanor

tion, the middle and high

Roosevelt, who briefly served
as head of the Office of Civil
Defense; and Lady Bird John-

JMU Student Government Association members joined forces with more than 160Virginia mid·
die and high school students to spread the word about the liberty Dollar Bill Act, which pro·
poses printing parts of the Constitution on the back of U.S. currency.

school

students

presented

skits on the Liberty Bill Act
and gave testimonials during

son, whom he describes as "the

a rally in Wilson Hall. Timed

first great environmentalist

Virginia school children

its younger colleagues' cause.

with the rally, Cantor called

18

first lady," as strong examples

want to put the Constitution

In February, the SGA voted

the Wilson Hall backstage

J
A

of modern, activist first ladies.

in the hands of all Ameri-

unanimously to work for pas-

phone from Capitol Hill and

M
E

"There is even a monu-

sage of the act, including send-

spoke to students via the pub-

M

mental difference between the

They want people around

ing a student delegation to

lic address system, renewing

Office of First Lady today and

the world to know Madison's

Washington to lobby Con-

his support of the legislation.

0
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what it was in the 1950s," says

blueprint for democracy. Their

gress. As part of the celebra-

In the U.S. Senate, Vir-

u

Eksterowicz. He believes that

plan? Print an abbreviated ver-

tion of James Madison's 250th

ginia Sens. John Warner and

"all the other first ladies set

sion of the Constitution and

birthday, JMU invited 160

George Allen have agreed to

the stage for the integration

Bill of Rights on the back of

students from Liberty Middle

cosponsor a companion meas-

that has developed between

U.S. currency. The Liberty Bill

and

ure. The only difference in the

the Office of the First Lady

Act proposes inclusion of The

schools to campus for a Con-

new legislation is that, unlike

and the White House."

Preamble, The Articles and a

stitutional Cash Bash, a rally

earlier versions which focused

list of the 27 Amendments

in support of the liberty bill.

on getting parts of the Con-
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While currently on aca-

cans. Literally.

Patrick Henry high

demic leave, Eksterowicz is

-

abbreviated and arranged

"I literally woke up in the

stitution on the back of dollar

finishing his book and plan-

to fit inside the green border

middle of the night and saw

bills, the new measures simply

ning to teach a new course

of existing dollars. In its third

the Constitution on the back

ask that it be put on currency.

on the first lady this fall.

year, the project is the brain-

of a dollar bill," says Wright,

Each year, Wright gives his

"I think it's the ultimate

child of Hanover County Lib-

a seven-year veteran civics

students the chance to pick

patriotic story," he says. 'Tm

erty Middle School teacher

teacher at LMS. "I ran it by the

up where the preceding class

so enthralled with the study

Randy Wright, his students and

students, and their eyes lit up."

left off, until the bill is passed.

because many positive things

former students, who currently

Sparked by a civics lesson,

Instead of just memorizing

have developed for the role

attend Patrick Henry High

LMS students made a presen-

the Constitution, his students

of the first lady."

School in Ashland.

- Janet l. Smith ('81) with
Marisa Domenech ('01)

tation in January 1998 to Rep.

are learning the legislative

The JMU Student Govern-

Tom Bliley, (R-Va.), who first

process through letter-writing

ment Association has joined

introduced the Liberty Dollar

campaigns and congressional

lobbying. "The process has

MODfRN-DAY MADISON SAYS

made us learn more because
it's learning by doing," says

YOUR

Wright. "When the work you're
doing is real, it tends to ele-

CONSTITUTION'

vate interest."
Further interest has come
from school children across

A lecture by a modem-day

done by members of Parlia-

from New Jer-

James Madison capped off a

ment; and the Constitutional

sey to North Dakota. In Mis-

week of university commem-

Commission, where the Con-

souri, students at Festus High

orations of James Madison's

stitution is drafted by a repre-

School won support from U.S.

250th birthday. Bereket Habte

sentative commission and rat-

House minority leader Richard

Selassie, who helped draft the

ified by popular assemblies.

the nation -

Gephardt. And the media has

Constitution of Eritrea (in

Each time he has served on

come calling, including USA

western Africa), spoke to more

a constitutional commission,

Today, Good Morning America,

than 70 students and faculty

as in Eritrea, Ethiopia, Uganda

CBS News, CBS This Morn-

members on his role in con-

and Kenya, Selassie says he

ing, CNN and others.

stitution-making in Africa.

"expresses a need to make

"Our students have not

Selassie earned a reputa-

people aware that it is their

only learned the fundamentals

tion as the "James Madison of

document." Pulling a pocket-

of the nation's most important

Eritrea" for his work as chair-

size copy of the Eritrean Con-

document, but they've learned

man of his country's Consti-

stitution from his jacket, he

how government works," says

tution Commission in 1993-

says, "Constitution making is

Wright. "Our students know

97. He has studied Madison's

a crucial moment for a nation.

the difference between get-

life and says he is "greatly

You must, at the end of the

ting a bill introduced in Con-

honored by the comparison,

process, feel a great deal of

gress and having it discussed

but that democracy is about

pride and ownership."

in a subcommittee hearing.

the people." He defined three

Selassie is a native of Eri-

JMU Student Government

models of constitution draft-

trea, formerly an Italian colony,

Association leaders have put

ing, the Philadelphia model,

British colony and part of the

muscle behind their vote of

where a few eminent delegates

support by networking with

make decisions; the Westmin-

earned independence in 1991

alumni and contacting at least

ster model, where drafting is

after a 30-year struggle. Selassie

nation of Ethiopia. Eritrea

50 other colleges and univer-

has also served as a Supreme

sities across the country to

Court judge, vice minister of

support the bill.

the interior and attorney gen-

"Regardless of whether the

eral of Ethiopia. He has served

law passes;' says Wright, "the

as Eritrea's representative to

lessons learned in this project

the United Nations and is a

dovetail perfectly with Vir-

founding member of the Eri-

ginia SOLs - including study-

trean Relief Association. He is

ing citizens' roles in the Amer-

a professor at the University of

ican political system.

North Carolina at Chapel Hill,

For detailed history on the
proposed Liberty Bill Act visit
www.libertydollarbill.org.

"You either believe in democracy or you
don't," says constitution crafter and
scholar Bereket Hable Selassie.

and his lecture was part of
the Visiting Scholars program.

- Michelle Hite ('88)

James Madison Day was also atime to
recognize students' and professors' aca·
demic and scholarly achievement. Award
recipients are pictured top to bottom.
1) The Samuel Page Duke Award winner.
media arts and design major Andrea
levin of Great falls. with facuity Awards
winners: Julianne Arnold,apsychology
major from Westfield. N.J.. and Benjamin
Shindler. an interdisciplinary social sci·
ences major from Colonial Heights.
2) Madison Scholars included professors
Diane Riordan. accounting;Richard
lippke, philosophy; James Winebrake,
integrated science and technology; David
H.Allsopp, education; and James
Sochacki, mathematics (not pictured).
3) Winebrake also received the Distin·
guished Teacher Award along with professors Robert Kolvoord. integrated sci·
ence and technology; James Benedict.
psychology; William Wood. economics;
Charles Ziegenfus. mathematics;Thomas
H.Arthur. theater; and Harriet Cobb, PSV·
chology (not pictured).
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THE NATION HAS STRAYED FROM MADISON'S ORIGINAL INTENT on the separation of church and
state, say four scholars who spoke at JMU about the development of James Madison 's political
philosophy and the issue that motivated him most- freedom of religion .
"Faith-based initiatives are a bold challenge to the traditional idea of separation of church and
state," said Derek Davis, editor of the Journal of Church and State.
Madison was adamant, said

the College of Arts and Let-

"James Madison stood

Marci Hamilton, a public law

ters' Colloquium on Church

staunchly at the head of free-

professor at Yeshiva Univer-

and State "opportune because

dom of religion;' Banning said.

sity's Benjamin N. Cardozo

the relationship between reli-

Like Locke, "Madison saw

School of Law. "Madison was

gion and government is in

religion as an unalienable right

the most concerned about the

the news a lot lately. It is an

and that opinion, by nature,

transfer of wealth from public

apt show of Madison's rele-

cannot be coerced."

entities to [organized J religion.

vance today in this fourth

. . . He demanded that 'Not

century of our republic."

In James Madison's view,
Rakove explained, "Every indi-

even three pence be given' to

Although "deeply moral-

support Christian education."

istic;' said James Madison

tent to judge religious claims.

Stanford University profes-

biographer and University of

It's really a matter of private

sor and Pulitzer Prize-winning

Kentucky history professor

choice." Madison's idea of

C
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vidual is completely compe-

Madison scholar Jack Rakove

Lance Banning, "James Madi-

freedom of conscience, pro-

said, "James Madison espoused

son had a sincere regard for

tected in the First Amend-

the complete separation of

the purity of faith and for the

ment to the Constitution, "is

church and state."

protection of the state from

the paradigmatic, essential,

bigots, insisting on total sep-

quintessential right. It recog-

aration of these.

nizes the moral autonomy of

Current events and JMU's
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celebration of Madison's 250th
birthday converged to offer

"If we go ahead with faith-

u

the individual."

a deeper understanding of

based charities, which do we

Further illustrating the

Madison's notion of freedom

recognize and which not?"

importance of freedom of

of conscience as the founda-

Banning asked. "In the end,

conscience in Madison's polit-

tion of Americans' sense of lib-

the churches might end up

ical philosophy, Banning said

erty. It also brought warnings

being sorrier than anyone that

that Madison had rallied the

that tinkering with the equi-

we ever got into this."

dissenting religions of Virginia

librium of the First Amend-

Davis said, "I'm concerned

to oppose a request for state

ment might shift where sov-

that we'll see less support [for

funding for Christian teach-

religion] from the citizenry,

ers in l 784's M emorial and

During introductions and

and that we'll begin to see reli-

Remonstrance Against Reli-

opening remarks, JMU Presi-

gion as just another govern -

gious Assessment. Banning

dent Linwood H. Rose called

ment program."

explained that it was Madi-

ereignty lies.
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(top to bottom) Marci Hamilton. lance
Banning, Derek Davis and Jack Rakove
spoke at the university's Colloouium on
Church and State during James Madison
week activities in March.

son's first glimpse at how com-

J

Rev. John Witherspoon, whose

peting factions could balance

individuals? Which creates a

modates "civil religion;' which

lessons on Calvin and political

larger preserve around us? It

essentially means putting "a

structures conveyed that "there

checks and balances to pre-

allows us to understand the

religious face on the nation."

is no 'one' [correct] structure;'

vent tyranny, the concept he

rest of our rights."

This accounts for mottoes like

Hamilton said. "Because of

would fully articulate in Fed-

A
M
E

The nation also accom-

one another in a system of

eralist 10.
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nition that we are sovereign

Despite the fla t prohibi-

"In God We Trust" printed

the plasticity of power, it's not

tion, Madison did not rule out

on currency and "One Nation

enough to once reform the

Those factions safeguard

religious advocacy in political

Under God" in the Pledge of

church. We must continue to

freedom of conscience by

discourse, however, Davis

Allegiance. "This means that,

reform to meet the new abuses
of power that show up."

checking the power of the

explained. ''Although organ-

in a profound sense, God really

majority, located in the legis-

izing and lobbying is a mod-

is behind everything we do in

Later, she said, "What we
see at the Constitutional Con-

lature, over the minority. "This

ern phenomenon, the right of

America;' Davis explained. "It

is really Madison's great the-

churches to speak has never

is the nexus of political order

vention is a feast of distrust.

oretical breakthrough;' Rakove

been questioned throughout

and divine reality. All coun-

They don't trust a unicameral

said. "His solution was a flat

our history.

tries are essentially religious

legislature, so they split it up.

at their founding."

They debated whether to pay

prohibition. 'Congress shall

"We've never had a pure

make no law abridging ... 'The

separation of church and state

In fact, said Hamilton, all

the president; they don't trust

deeper insight in his thinking

in the United States;' Davis

political institutions owe their

him. There is no direct elec-

was to find a way to say the

said. "We have an institutional

existence to theological insti-

tion; they can't trust the mob

state had no power to act at all

separation: Houses of wor-

tutions, and Madison's struc-

either. 'How do we shape the

ture is no different.

in the religious sphere. It was

ship are independent; gov-

a way to "privati ze religion,"

ernment is independent of

Rakove said.

religious institutions."

"Why is this so signifi-

On the other hand, Davis

She traces Madison's re-

government so it serves the
people and not self-interest?'

formist intellect to the 16th-

the founding fathers asked.

century Protestant reformer,

'Which is the system least
likely to lead to tyranny?'

s

cant?" the Stanford professor

said, religion and society are

John Calvin, who, because of

M

asked. "Other rights are not

integrated. People can run for

his belief "in the inherent fal-

D

absolute. They're more like

public office no matter what

libility of man;' thought it was

reformed government that's

procedural norms. But free-

their religion. "Religious insti-

"necessary to find a structure

always reforming . . . to meet

that encourages good.
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dom of conscience is a recog-

tutions can get into the politi-

I

nition that each of us carries

cal fray just as much as you

around. What is a better recog-

and me."
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Madison learned this at
Princeton University from the

"Madison's answer was a

new abuses of power;' Hamilton said. "Today reform is a
fringe discussion, not a main-

I

T

stream discussion. But this is

y

contrary to what the framers
had in mind.
"Madison's failure is that
his view has not prevailed, and
that is unfortunate," Hamilton said, citing movements for
direct democracy and President George W. Bush's faithbased initiatives. "The court
has teeter-tottered away from
Madison. ... Madison failed
in persuading the people that
the power of the church could
be tyranny."

Alter his lecture. Stanford University professor Jack Rakove signs acopy of his Pulitzer Prize·winning book on James Madison. fJngi!l3/lleoni!lus.

-

Pam Brock

civil rights because of the
religious exemption m the
Civil Rights Act. They have
every right to discriminate;'
Rainey said. "And do we really
believe that [public] money
will be equally distributed
among Catholics, Protestants
and snake handlers?"
Paraphrasing Madison, she
continued, religion flourishes
in greater purity without,
rather than with, the involvement of government.
Morrison, however, portrayed religion in today's society as a garden walled off from
society and patrolled by justices who "beat down the flowers as they raise their faces to
the sun."
"The court is silencing a
pivotal voice for social change;'
one that was largely responsible for abolition and the Civil

M

to the current standard of the

A

caster said, "James Madison
would not be allowed to speak
at his own graduation."
"We can't ignore the spir"In its haste to preserve

student-led prayer at high

that the Supreme Court has

itual voice within that calls us

the disestablishment clause"

school graduations and foot-

not gone far enough in sepa-

to be better than we are;' Mor-

of the First Amendment, "the

ball games.

rating church and state.

rison concluded.

Supreme Court has forgotten

In No. JO of The Federalist

"The Court is beginning

about the free exercise clause;'

Papers, Lancaster said, James

to totter, and consistency is

debating positions of the two

said JMU political science

Madison asserted that free-

wavering on separation;' Peck

university teams.

major Michelle Lancaster.

dom arises from a multiplic-

said, citing the court's decision

into our research that Madison came down on the oppo-

In the colloquium debate

ity of sects freely exercising

against Mary Washington Col-

their rights. "We must protect

puter equipment for religious

lege, Lancaster and media arts

private choice;' she said.

schools and other examples.

and design major Cate Mor-

But allowing prayer at gov-

rison argued that the Supreme

ernment-funded public school

Court has gone too far in sep-

events establishes religion, said

"So, it comes down to
money?" Lancaster asked.
"Yes," Rainey replied.

arating church and state. The

Mary Washington senior Ben-

President George W. Bush's

sophomore debaters cited high

jamin Peck. He and sopho-

proposed "faith-based initia-

court decisions that prevent

more Jennifer Rainey argued

tives pose a serious threat to

C
0
M
M
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Rights movement. According
Supreme Court, JMU's Lan-

to uphold funding for com-

23

A coin toss determined the

"We realized pretty quickly

site side;' said JMU's Lancaster
after the debate.
"But we had a toehold with
the free exercise half of the
amendment;' added her debate
teammate, Morrison.

- Pam Brock
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IN THE SPRING OF 1786, James Madison sat down in his study in Orange County, Va., and studied
the history of republics ancient and modern. A century before, Orange County had been wilderness;
now it was the place where Madison drew on the experience of Europe to construct than anyone else did in Philadelphia in 1787 -

as he more

a new Constitution for America. That document

century and has fallen further behind in the 20th.
The Confucian world of
East Asia diminished its influence by withdrawing from
world trade in the 15th century and has suffered terrible
disruption ever since. China

addressed the question that world leaders of the year 1000 had grappled with: how to build a govern-

itself was in a state of civil
war in most of the years from

ment strong enough to preserve order and yet leave society free enough to prevent tyranny. Madison's

the Taiping Rebellion of 185164 to the end of the Cultural

Constitution was the greatest leap forward since the first millennium in achieving a balance of order

Revolution in 1976. Nevertheless, the economic growth
of East Asia in the past half

and liberty, national pride and national principle, faith and reason.

century has been remarkable,
Balance is essential, and

setbacks -

the plague of the

But what of the rest of the

and many countries - tl1ough
not China -

have developed

Madison certainly got the bal-

1340s, the religious wars of the

world? The Muslim, umma,

ance better than the Enlight-

16th century, the two world

the most dynamic part of the

stable governments with a

enment rationalists of Europe.

wars and the totalitarianism

world in 1000, has continued

fairly steady balance between

They had admired the Holy

they spawned. In 1940-41, Nazi

to expand in the 1,000 years

order and liberty. The uncom-

Roman Emperor Frederick II

Germany and Soviet Russia

since; if it lost Cordova, it

fortable question is whether

for setting up a unitary state,

were allies in control of most

gained Constantinople, sur-

China is reversing its 15th-
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in which all power belonged

of the landmass of Eurasia.

rounded the Hindu heart-

century decision and looking

to the monarch. But as politi-

And until Adolf Hitler invaded

land in India and spread to

to expand not just economi-

T

cal scientist Robert Putnam

Russia, it was by no means

take hold in Indonesia, which

cally but militarily.

V
E

points out, that heritage has

clear how that alliance could

is now the most populous

led to arbitrary governments

be dislodged. That treacherous

Muslim country. Islam as a

Bias toward tolerance

s
s
u

and stagnant economies, while

world may seem distant today;

faith has never been stronger,

The Hindu world of India

republics that shared power

indeed, we may have reached

but the Muslim umma still

is starting to catch up with

with churchmen, merchants

"the end of history;' in politi-

has difficulty separating reli-

China and East Asia. India

and other institutions of civil

cal philosopher Francis Fuku-

gion and the state. The model

seems to be leaving behind the

that is, the

of Ataturk's secular Turkey,

socialism and bureaucracy

R

A
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society have developed a free

yama's phrase -

and prosperous civic culture.

end of serious argument over

which seemed capable of

that the British bequeathed,

The West has not moved

what constitutes a decent soci-

spreading 60 years ago, is still

and it may start nurturing the

in a straight line toward bal-

ety. But maintaining the crit-

confined to Turkey. The Mus-

commercial instincts of its

ance between liberty and order.

ical balance is not easy and

lim world fell behind the West

Hindu heritage. It continues

Indeed, there have been huge

never inevitable.

technologically in the 17th

to maintain, in a rough-and-

of the millennium is our success in achieving balance
Story by Michael Barone, senior writer, U.S. News & World Report
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FREEDONI
Panelists discuss slavery and Madison's legacy

This small set of brass apothecary's beam scales of the mid-19th century is thought ta have
belonged ta the Madison family. Designed ta be stared in the woad box. the unit includes five
brass weights and was probably used far making household medicines.
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Amid the praise heaped

son would never have ...

upon James Madison during

become known as the 'Father

his 250th birthday celebration,

of the Constitution."' French

a panel of JMU and guest

said, "Without our ancestors'

scholars addressed an uncom-

free labor and sacrifice we

fortable contradiction.

might resemble Mexico today:'

"Freedom has been our

Also central to the panel

anthem since the Revolution,

discussion was the vital role

and it was Madison who

slaves played in building the

pulled it out of the chaos and

nation that held them in

confusion." But despite his

bondage -

genius, Madison also helped

overlooked by history.

an issue often

ready form, the democracy

to cover and rule most of the

sustain "one of the ugliest ele-

"The life of James' grand-

and rule of law that the British

globe. They will be dazzled at

ments of our past;' said Mary

father's generation was hard,

also left behind. Hinduism,

economic growth and techno-

Ann French during a panel

violent and brutal," French

which envisions a society of

logical innovation. But per-

discussion on slavery.

explained. "They carved a set-

many different peoples and

haps the most impressive

French, a journalist who is

tlement out of the wilds. But

beliefs, has a bias toward to!-

achievement -

and the one

pursuing her Ph.D. in history

despite the ethos of gump-

erance, which makes main-

always most at risk -

is the

at the University of Virginia,

tion, initiative and stamina of

s

taining the balance between

development of governments

is tracing the descendants of

the pioneering settlers, the

N

order and liberty easier than

that can maintain the balance

Montpelier slaves and in April

land was cleared, drained and

in Chinese societies, where

between order and liberty.

coordinated a descendants'

tamed by enslaved Africans,

D
I
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order has traditionally been

s

paramount. But the political

T
y

clash between India and Pak-

I

I
I

istan continues, and both have
nuclear arms.
What will the historians
of the year 3000 say about
the millennium between 1000
and 2000? They will likely be
amazed at the huge biological increase in human life in population and life expectancy, the spread of people
across the globe, and the
accumulation in great cities.
They will be fascinated that
people from Western Europe,
so insignificant in 1000, came

I

Reprinted with permission.
U.S. News &World Report.
Aug. 16-23. 1999

About

I the author

I

Michael Barone is asenior writer for
11.S. /lews &JYorlt! !leporl and author
of the magazine's bimonthly column.
"The National Interest." The political
historian and Afcfaugll/in Croup
regular is principal co-author of 1971's
!lie Almmc ofAmerim folitics,
re-published every two years by the
/latiml Journal. He also wrote
Dur tountrr: !lie Sllaping ofAmerica
from flooseve/110 !leauan.

reunion at Montpelier.
During the panel discus-

born and reared in Africa, the
Caribbean or in Virginia. They

sion, French and JMU professors Jacqueline Walker, Howard Lubert and Clarence Geier
talked about James Madison's
role and historical accountability in helping to uphold the
institution of slavery at the
founding of the nation as well
as the personal advantage he
enjoyed as a slave-owner.
"James Madison could not
have afforded to be a public
servant if it were not for
the labor of hundreds of our
ancestors;' French said. "Without their unpaid work, Madi-

"The ouestian is." French said about the
view that Madison acouiesced ta slavery
ta found the new nation. "'Is the United
States worth the price al slavery?"'

were driven beyond exhaus-

work within the realm of the

have a remarkable ability to

tion by white settlers and over-

possible." Lubert meant that

behave badly.

"Is there a price that James
Madison should pay for being

seers for a claim on which

Madison acquiesced to slavery

"You must remember,"

a slave owner?" asked some-

they'd staked everything."

at the Constitutional Con-

he continued, "there was an

one from the audience, who

The historical oversight

vention in order to gain the

assumption then that blacks

wondered whether Madison

comes with a human cost, said

agreement that founded the

were biologically inferior. It

should be held to a higher

was not even seen as an issue.

standard because he under-

history professor Jacqueline

nation. "Madison's contribu-

Walker. "The damage caused

tion to the American enter-

by slavery has been to human

prise shouldn't be discounted."

relationships," she said. "Peo-

Madison may have com-

ple sit across from each other

promised, Walker said, but his

in classrooms and restaurants

eyes were wide open when he

and view each other from a

did so. "James Madison was

vantage point of suspicion and

surrounded by slavery. He

distrust because the spiritual

could not perceive black peo-

debt of slavery hasn't been

ple as irrelevant to his inter-

addressed. We have been

ests," she said. "At the time of

bereft of a dialogue of truth

the revolution, James Madi-

and conciliation, of forgive-

son was an active participant

ness given and taken."

in the questions of slavery and

The panelists noted that

race. Slavery and freedom

Madison was conflicted about

were contemplated, discussed

slavery, and their opinions var-

and debated at the Constitu-

ied on the extent to which

tional Convention."

history should hold Madison
accountable or his legacy

is "how a constitutionally free
society also owned slaves.

sustaining slavery.

It contradicts fundamental
Madison principles. I'm not

his ambivalence about slavery,

certain we can ever arrive at a

French said, but he never

satisfactory answer."

freed his slaves and he pro-
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The question, Lubert, said,

should suffer for his role in
Madison's writings indicate
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"Perhaps Madison hoped

I

"Madison's contribution to the American enterprise shouldn't be discounted," said lubert
(second from right) with panelists (1-r), Walker, Geier and french.

E

stood and debated the issues

had done [Africans] a favor

of individual freedom with

by enslaving them.

other enlightened individuals

that slavery would decline as

emancipation.

the nation expanded;' Walker

"It's amazing how capable

compassion? Or just eva-

offered. "He must have been

we are, how intelligent. But

sion of the issue?" she asked.

woefully dismayed."

we can't apply the same stand-

that

at the convention and other
key points of founding.
"The reality of slavery flies

Walker defined that eva-

Sociology professor Clar-

ards to other human beings,"

in the face of meritocracy and

sion as determining "how to

ence Geier said the answer is

Geier said. "We want philo-

equality, so we opt for denial;'

free slaves so that they do not

much more simple. "We tend

sophical reasons rather than

French said. "We focus instead

become a permanent part of

to overlook the human factor

human reasons."

on positive triumphs.

American, or white, society."
"Madison's attempts to end

I

s
s

u

.. . [Whites] believed they

moted colonization instead of
"Was

V
E

in search of slavery's explana-

After the formal presenta-

"Slavery is one of the ugli-

tion," Geier said. He cited the

tion, members of the audience

est elements of our past," she

slavery ring hollow today,"

atrocities in Kosovo "just last

raised some what-ifs, includ-

said. "It can neither be swal-

JMU political science profes-

year;' the Nazis' mass murder

ing whether reparations for

lowed nor spit out. Perhaps

sor Howard Lubert conceded

of the Jews of Europe and the

slavery would resolve the debt

by owning up to it we can
digest it."

in his presentation. But "Madi-

United States' use of nuclear

or cheapen the sacrifice made

son was human . He had to

bombs against Japan. "We

by African-Americans.

-Pam Brock
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Bringing Madison to

appearing in 18th-century

use of the word 'portray.' Hall

garb and singing period tunes

says, "When people ask what I

simply wasn't enough. After

do for a living, I say I represent

each song there was a "dead

Mr. Madison at various func-

space," so he began to include

tions he can't attend himself'

historical anecdotes center-

This, however, is not the

ing on happenings in Alexan-

Madison you might expect to

dria and the Colonies 200

encounter. He cannot tell you

years ago to the day.

how the 1804 Lewis and Clark

In 1985, a staff member of

expedition is progressing or

the Virginia Commission on

how he conducted his U.S.

the Bicentennial of the Con-

presidential campaign. That's

stitution caught his act and

because for him, none of these

was impressed with his per-

things have happened. The

formance and resemblance to

Madison that today's visitors

Madison. The staffer asked

see, hear and question is the

Hall to represent Madison at

James Madison of 200 years

a March 16, 1986, ceremony,

ago to the day, and not one

when Montpelier was offi-

moment beyond.

cially donated to the National

"From a practical stand-

Trust for Historic Preservation. Hall's professional life

J
A

more effective to present Mr.

as a "founding father" was

E

Madison as he was on this

underway.

M

s

M

day in 1801 rather than as he

"My age now is close to

I

was at any given point in his

what Madison's was in 1801,"

A
D

s

I

Hall quickly realized that

anyone else. He even shuns the

point, it's easier and much
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seen, heard or perceived as
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Gathering in the shadow

u

of Montpelier's stately white

N

Pray, come inside and warm
yourselves with a sherry."

life;' Hall says.

4 inches], is the same, and I
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says Hall. "My height [5 feet

A native of Connecticut,

columns, a group of visitors

Firing a roguish glance

Hall developed an early inter-

share many of Madison's

marvels at the plantation's

over his shoulder, he contin-

est in history and music. He

interests, such as the study of

pre-Revolutionary War archi-

ues, "Unless, of course, you

earned his political science

political systems and ancient

tecture and manicured lawns.

are Federalists, in which case

degree from Earlham College

and modern confederacies."

A man wearing dark clothes,

it will be a very small sherry."

in 1971 and taught history

Representing Madison has

buckle-shoes, white stockings

Later the visitors wave

and music for six years at a

given Hall an abiding appre-

and a tricorn hat ascends the

goodbye, and Mr. Madison

private school. In 1978 he

ciation for the founding

front steps of the mansion.

enters his Orange County

decided that he was at a pro-

father. "It has made me more

Although the visitors have

home for an interview with a

fessional standstill. A talented

keenly aware of the privileges

never seen him before, the

21st-century reporter. Easing

musician and composer, he

and responsibilities associated

man's identity is not ques-

into a chair, he reluctantly, very

moved to Washington, D.C.,

with living in a free and demo-

tioned. They incline their

reluctantly, assumes the per-

and began performing in area

cratic society" and of the con-

heads and say, simply and

sona of John Douglas Hall.

without doubt: "Good morning, Mr. Madison."
James Madison removes

Not that there's a crisis of

taverns and restaurants. Soon,

cept of doing things well, he

he began an association with

says. "After talking to people

identity, here. It's just that Hall,

Old Town Alexandria's 18th-

they should know that they've

while wearing the mantle o~

century tavern Gadsby's, where

met James Madison, and to
do that, you can't fake it."

his tricorn hat and replies,

the Father of the Constitu-

he played guitar and regaled

"Good morning, gentlemen.

tion, isn't partial to being

customers with period songs.

- Charles Culbertson
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orce for liberty

Rose joins Rehnquist on national panel

Princeton honors
famous alumnus
A February snowstorm
that brought traffic to a near
standstill on Interstate 95

"James Madison was clearly the right man

threatened to spoil the open-

at the right time," says U.S. Sen. Jeff Sessions

ing of the James Madison sym-

(R-Ala.). "His Herculean efforts, along with

posium, held in conjunction

those of others, resulted in the ratification

with Princeton University's

of the Constitution with a Bill of Rights.

graduate school centennial

"This constitutional government enabled

events. Despite the paralyzing

a fledgling democracy to grow into the most

weather, several dozen schol-

powerful force for liberty the world has ever

ars, historians and alumni

known;' said Sessions, whose legislation cre-

made it to Brown University

ated a national commission to mark the 250th

professor Gordon Wood's session "Is There a James Madi-

anniversary of James Madison's birth. Sessions'
bill had 39 Senate cosponsors, including Virginia Sen. John Warner and former Virginia
Sen. Charles Robb, and was signed by then-

U.S. Supreme Court Justice William Rehnquist greets JMU President
linwood H. Rose at the library of Congress· black tie dinner honor·
inn James Madison on the 250th anniversary of his birth.

son Problem?"
Wood maintained that
Madison was far more than
Jefferson's acolyte. Rather, he

President Bill Clinton last December.
The James Madison Commemoration Commission tapped JMU President Linwood H. Rose

was the leading proponent of

to serve as one of 14 members of an advisory committee to the national panel. The 19-member

republican government who

national commission, chaired by Supreme Court Chief Justice William Rehnquist, led America's

believed that aggressive war,

celebration of Madison's 250th birthday on March 16. Leaders of both political parties in the

monarchies, secret agreements

U.S. House and Senate and representatives selected by the president serve on the commission.

and other threats to liberty

Lawmakers who put the commission together sought representation from all three branches

could be eliminated through

of government, according to Sessions, "in part to recognize the constitutional system that Madi-

faithful adherence to such

son created." The commission published a selection of Madison's writings and tributes to Madi-

ideals. Wood argued that

son, organized a national celebration held at the Library of Congress and sponsored a nationwide

Madison's presidency was the
culmination of his beliefs.

essay contest on Madison for elementary and secondary school students.
Joining Rose on the 14-member advisory committee is Phil Bigler ('74, '76M), who took his

Waging a war against the pow-

place when JMU appointed him director of the James Madison Center on March 16. Other mem-

erful Great Britain, Madison

bers include the secretary of the Smithsonian Institution, executive director of Montpelier,

successfully recruited a 50,000-

president of the James Madison Memorial Fellowship Foundation, the U.S. archivist, and eight

man army and guided the

Madison experts selected by congressional leaders.

nation through its first con-

Rose says, "I am honored to be chosen as a member of the advisory committee. To be named

stitutionally declared war.

to a committee established by the Congress of the United States is a great individual honor for

Although the nation's new

both Mr. Bigler and myself, but it is more importantly a recognition that JMU has become

capital was burned and New

accepted nationally as a focal point of knowledge and expertise about James Madison. We are

England dissent threatened

most pleased to see the link between our university and Mr. Madison grow stronger."

- Michelle Hite ('88)

the nation's unity, Madison
still avoided high debts and
taxes and resisted efforts to
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pretation." A sm all but vo cal

As a result, the Constitution

JMHS students studied

md th rcpubli · urv1,~'CI. true

group of stud ent d em o nstra-

was carefully designed to be

Madison through course work

t<> 1t ft unJing ideal .

tor , up et abo ut the role the

altered only through the dif-

in an attempt "to make stu-

uprem e Court played in the

ficult and deliberate amend-

dents familiar with the person

I\ 11

uprr

hbcrlle . In the

I he nc t da,. pr e~ or

f,1

R.1k0\ c ( t.1nfi rd

, ·r it) , John

ni-

tagg ( . Va. )

last election, protested o utside
the hall. calia claimed to be

(li r nto

a Constitutio nal "textualist,"

nhcr.11 ) ,tnd Pauhne faier

explaining that much of the

(.\IJ~ hu •m' In titute of

docum ent is clear and concise

cdel k
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IRVING BRANT ONCE REMARKED, as he neared the end of his six-volume

life of James Madison, that Jefferson's comparatively larger place

in American history rested on two qualities: Jefferson's

greater personal magnetism in dealing with individuals or small
33

groups, and his eloquence and gift for the memorable phrase; the force of

his person and the force of his words. Brant said that, repeatedly in studying the

50 years of the close friendship and colleagueship between the two men, those

were the factors that made Jefferson loom larger in the affection and effectiveness

that characterized his career and in the appeal and influence of his writings even

two centuries after his election as president of the United States. In what Adrienne

Koch half a century ago termed "The Great Collaboration," Jefferson has always

properly stood as the pre-eminent personality and voice.
In discussing the two founders a few days after the election of Andrew Jackson to the
presidency in 1829, though, Henry Clay made a different and perhaps more subtle evaluation.
Madison, Clay said, may have had less "genius" than Jefferson, but he had better "judgment"

II

and more "common sense;" Jefferson was

and far-reaching understanding of the nature

oughly Aristotelian understanding of gov-

"a visionary and theorist." Clay declared that

of the new American polity and of the intel-

ernment: The state was an entity for sustain-

Madison's superior "prudence and caution"

lectual foundations of "the more perfect

ing not merely life, but "the good life;" and

had often achieved equal if not superior

Union" that might produce good govern-

whether one, few, or many ruled, tyranny or

results in the nation's public

good government was possi-

life. The fourth president was

ble. Tyranny would result if

"cool, dispassionate, practi-

greed, partisanship or dynas-

cal, safe." He was, Clay said,

tic ambition characterized

"after Washington, our great-

the ruling circles (whatever

est statesman and first polit-

the number), while good

ical writer." An Italian trav-

government would flourish

eler, Carlo Vidua, made the

if the rule was public-spirited

same point about Jefferson

and attentive to justice and

and Madison after visits to

the common good, again,

each of them in 1825: "Jef-

whatever the number. The

ferson's intellect seemed the

key measure was qualitative,

most brilliant, Madison's

dependent on the nature of
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the most profound, . . . his

the rule provided, the objec-
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reflections seemed the most

tive result, not on the num-
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weighty, denoting a great

ber ruling, or on any partic-
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mind and a good heart."

ular hereditary or elective
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Indeed, one might argue

succession or process. Madi-

that James Madison was,

son's political thinking, then,
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altogether, the wisest of the

always assumed the impor-
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founders. Leaving Washing-

tance of the political in
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ton in a class by himself as

James Madison by John Vanderlyn

"first in war, first in peace,
and first in the hearts of his countrymen,"

human society (Aristotle's
"man is a political animal")

ment for "ourselves and our posterity."

and the need for government to seek the

Madison was the wisest, finest political intel-

Madison's profound and subtle intellect

public good. In that sense, he (like Jeffer-

ligence among even a mentally gifted group

received just the right kind of nourishment

son) was a conditional democrat, completely

of founders. Benjamin Franklin and Alexan-

at Princeton, absorbing classical studies,

open to systems of rule by the people, but

der Hamilton were perhaps more brilliantly

Enlightenment learning and the Reformed

also insistent that they be so qualified and

effective political publicists than Madison,

Christianity of its Presbyterian President

organized as to yield good government; in

but even among his learned, scholarly prede-

John Witherspoon. Madison learned from

the Constitution's phrases, one that would

cessors as president, John Adams and Thomas

Witherspoon's lectures to seniors on "Moral

"establish justice, insure domestic tranquil-

Jefferson, Madison had the most profound

Philosophy," which included politics, a thor-

ity, provide for the common defense, pro-

I

Contemporary accounts noted that during his retirement years at Montpelier, James Madison stood on his porch and
peered through aspyglass to identify approaching visitors. With "W. Harris, Holbom, London" engraved on the inside
tube, this telescope, now in JMU Special Collections, could possibly be the spyglass listed in the inventory of James
Madison Sr.'s estate in 1802, when tt would have passed to his son.
mote the general welfare, and secure the

tion for Madison's consistent republicanism

lie act. He persuaded the Vir-

blessings ofliberty!'

throughout his life; what Jefferson termed

ginia Convention of 1776 to

Madison accepted from John Locke,

"the harmony of political principles and

change the Lockean Ian-

English radical Whigs, the Scottish Enlight-

pursuits" in seeking "the blessings of self-

guage in the proposed bill

enment figures who were President Wither-

government" and Madison called "pure devo-

of rights that "all men

spoon's mentors, and others, though, that

tion to the public good." He always believed

should enjoy the fullest

humankind also had a right to personal lib-

that the Lockean principles of natural law

Toleration in the Exercise

erty from oppression and to the political

and natural rights secured basic freedoms

of Religion, according to

freedom to take part in government. Humans

for all the people, but he also believed that

the dictates of Conscience."

were not born, as Jefferson put it in his last

these same liberties - of religion, of expres-

This phraseology, Madi-

letter in 1826, with "saddles on their backs,

sion, and of petition and assembly- were

son argued, was insidious,

nor a favored few booted and spurred, ready

essential for carrying out the political free-

implying that free exercise

to ride them." But rather all were born

<lorn of taking part in self-government.

was something an estab-

equal before the law and in the eyes of their

Madison revealed his profound under-

lished religion granted as

creator. These principles laid the founda-

standing of these principles in his first pub-

a privilege to those not of
the "established" faith. This
denied the full and equal
right to liberty of conscience, so, at Madison's
urging, the Convention
adopted the clearer, less
condescending clause that
"religion, or the duty
which we owe our Creator ... can be directed

first the colonizing nations and later the U.S. government gave Indian Peace Medals,
this one issued by President James Madison in 1809, to Native American Indians in
North America to promote peace, friendship and cooperation among the tribes and
white settlers. The medals display aportrait of the president on one side and clasped
hands with the words "peace" and "friendship" on the reverse.

only by reason and conviction, not by force and
violence; and therefore, all
men are equally entitled
to the free exercise of religion, according to the die-
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tates of conscience." Human rights were to be
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Montpelier as it appeared circa 1815 from an engraving at the University of Virginia

as clearly and categorically stated as possible,

Library. This photograph of the engraving is at the James Madison Museum.
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and were to embody full equality of reason
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and conscience, the foundation of any free

"The people shall be not deprived or

nor would "civil rights," participation m

D

and democratic society. The historian George

abridged of their right to speak, to write, or

government, be in any way restrained by

u

Bancroft declared this "the first achieve-

to publish their sentiments; and the free-

religion - or lack of religion. The people

ment of the wisest civilian in Virginia."

dom of the press, as one of the great bul-

were protected in the right of expression in

warks of liberty, shall be inviolable.

order that they be able to offer their "senti-
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Madison showed his deeper under-
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standing of the right of conscience in a self-

"The people shall not be restrained

ments" on public matters, while freedom of

governing society again when he drafted

from peaceably assembling and consulting

the press was recognized as the "bulwark"

proposals that became the First Amend-

for their common good; nor from applying

of any free society, essential to its political

ment to the Constitution. Madison pro-

to the legislature by petitions, or remon-

processes. Finally, presenting petitions and

posed in 1789 that:

strances for redress of their grievances."

remonstrances and "peaceably assembling,"

"The civil rights of none shall be

Throughout the emphasis is not so

were crucial parts of the consulting and delib-

abridged on account of religious belief or

much on these rights as important to per-

erating that were essential if self-government

worship, nor shall any national religion be

sonal liberty as on their agency in assuring

was to result in the "common good." Protec-

established, nor shall the full and equal

meaningful self-government. "National reli-

tion of public expression and participation, in

rights of conscience be in any manner, or

gions" would not be allowed to limit exer-

a way defining the attributes of citizenship,

on any pretext infringed.

cise of conscience projected to public affairs,

was to Madison at least as significant as the

individual personal liberties. Though the final

stitution made ample room for active gov-

phrasing of the First Amendment was doubt-

ernment for the public good, as provided

less more concise and felicitous than Madi-

for in the legislative and executive depart-

son's proposal, those who adopted it, in

ments. He agreed with Jefferson in an

Congress and in the states, did not suppose

intent to provide for a government of

Madison's fuller exposition and meaning had

design, not of chance. Self-government, at

been in any way repudiated or abridged.

all levels, federal, state and local, could be

Despite the apparent restriction on govern-

positive and energetic on behalf of the

ment in the first five words of the First

people's welfare if this was their desire.

Amendment, "Congress shall make no law,"

The same intent to be active in pursu-

the intent, especially Madison's intent, was

ing measures designed to benefit the coun-

to assure the full process of expression, assem-

try as a whole characterized Madison's life-

bly and deliberation essential if self-govern-

long belief in commercial regulation, as

ment was to be good government; Aristotle

opposed to warfare, as the proper way to

undergirding Locke.
Madison's conduct m high executive
office, 1801-1817, is similarly best understood as intending to make certain that the
United States would have good government
as well as free government. More readily than
Jefferson, he realized that accepting the right

Displacing his father's iron works
next to the mansion, James Madison
Jr. built this ornate temple over a
below-ground ice house, making the
appearance of his home more befitting a man of public office.

sustain the national interest. Wars, he wrote
in 1799 opposing the buildup for the Quasi
War with France, were "often the result of
causes which prudence and a love of peace
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might obviate." Moreover, they upset "the
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sion of power [from] the importance of the

and power of the United States to purchase
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armies, offices, and expenses, which com-

Louisiana from France, despite strict construction qualms about its constitutionality,

pose the equipage of war." Much more pru-

was justified by its obvious usefulness for the

dent, humane and just, and perhaps even

2

nation. The purchase treaty, conducted by the

more effective, Madison thought, was com-

executive and approved by the legislature, at

mercial retaliation, using the regulation or

once strengthened the United States amid the

withholding of trade to protect American

dangers of Anglo-French warfare and opened

national interests. He thought this had been

a vast space for the expansion of yeoman

effective in resisting British tyranny before

farms congenial to republican government.

the American Revolution and he had urged

While Madison continued to be cautious

it throughout the 1790s as a way to thwart

about broad construction (He believed that

British aggression on the high seas. When
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both British and French warships preyed

federally funded inter~al irnprove11lents gen-

on American commerce after the Napoleonic

erally required amendment to the Constitu-

Wars reached their climax in 1805, Madi-

tion, for example.), he also believed the Con-
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son and Jefferson sought both to take Amer-

Even "Mr. Madison's War" itself (1812),

out the war, observed in 1815, "three years

ican ships out of harm's way and to exert

though fought unevenly and under trying

of warfare have been a trial of [American]

pressure (especially on Great Britain) by

conditions, was not in the end without enor-

institutions to sustain a state of war, a ques-

withholding critically needed supplies: the

mous use to the strengthening of good

tion ... now resolved to their advantage."

Embargo of 1807-1808. The embargo was

republican government in the United States.

Without seriously restricting civil liberties,

thus a far-reaching, even compulsive act of

Madison lacked the habits of boldness, com-

overriding Congress, enforcing harsh con-

government that required, especially of ship-

mand and decisiveness that

scription or defaulting on other ideals of

ping interests centered in New England,

char-

republican government, he had shown the

severe sacrifices in the interest of a

nation able to hold its own against the

national policy. The

This lancet and its hand-carved
box, now in JMU Special Collections, was manufactured by
Wiegand and Snowden in
Philadelphia and might have
belonged to the Madisons.
The lancet would have been
used for bloodletting, acommon form of medical treatment
from the time of Hippocrates in the fifth
century, B.C., until about 1830.

intent was noble and
republican: Avoid war
and its violence, destruction and tyranny,
by seeking a peaceful
38

and commercial alterna-
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law that would still achieve
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national interests. When the
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world war, and the unwillingness of American officials and citizens to abide by the
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Embargo's restrictions, caused its failure,
Madison and Jefferson determined to repeal

acterize

world's most powerful military forces and

it rather than use Draconian measures to

war leaders like

sustain a world where canons of interna-

enforce it. That was unacceptable except

Andrew Jackson and Winston Churchill and

tional law remained at least in some degree

under the most perilous circumstances

which doubtless would have made the con-

in force. Thus from 1801 to 1817, in the

because it required violation of key princi-

duct of the war itself more successful, but

nation's highest executive offices, Madison

ples of free and democratic government.

he did accomplish his main goal: to bring

exhibited a wise and prudent republican-

Madison was both the bold champion of

the nation through a difficult and divisive

ism that accorded with his deeply held con-

the embargo as a peculiarly republican alter-

war while sustaining its republican institu-

victions about good government. This is

native to war and, after unsuccessful trial,

tions. As French Minister Louis Serurier,

what John Adams, not given to easy praise,

its wise curtailer.

who observed Madison's conduct through-

meant when he wrote Jefferson that Madi-

I

son's presidency, "notwithstanding a thou-

vital to achieving virtuous republican gov-

in the uses of good and just government.

sand Faults and blunders ... acquired more

ernment. The phrases Madison used, "vital

Like Lincoln, Madison understood the

glory, and established more Union, than all

principle;' "equality;' "cement of the Union;'

Union, defined by the Constitution, as the

his three predecessors, Washington, Adams

"virtue" and "respect ... of the public;' all

indispensable instrument of the republican

and Jefferson, put together."

reflect his sense of government as active, just

ideals of liberty and equality, in which the

In retirement, Madison had frequent

and morally constructive in the life of a truly

nation had been "conceived" and to which

opportunities to bring his understanding of

republican society - exactly the points Alexis

it was "dedicated" in 1776. His own final

good republican government to bear on pub-

de Tocqueville was making about American

legacy to the nation, written in 1834 and

lic questions. Madison approved, for exam-

democracy during Madison's last years.

published only after his death, was that "the

ple, of John Marshall's insistence on the

The nullification controversy of 1828-

advice nearest to my heart and deepest in my

supremacy of federal courts over state courts.

1833, occurring when Madison was the last

convictions is that the Union of the States

He explained that if state courts had final

survivor among the drafters of the Consti-

be cherished and perpetuated." The United

authority in interpreting the Constitution,

tution, aroused his remaining energies on

States was to Madison no mere league of

it "might become different in every state,"

behalf of what Daniel Webster proclaimed

states confederated for safety and conven-

thus violating "the vital principle of equal-

famously in his "Reply to Hayne:" "Liberty

ience but rather a substantial union seeking

ity which cements their Union" and sus-

and Union, one and inseparable, now and

to achieve good republican government for

tains its "virtue." "It was the Judicial depart-

forever." The free institutions of the coun-

"ourselves and our Posterity." If Madison's

ment [that] most familiarizes itself to the

try, embodied in the Constitution, could

expansion of the idea of religious liberty in

public as the expositer" of the Constitu-

serve the welfare and happiness of the peo-

1776 was "the first achievement of the wis-

tion, Madison noted, and thus "will most

ple only if they were used and applied equally

est civilian in Virginia;' his mature under-

engage the respect and reliance of the pub-

and authoritatively throughout the Union.

standing of the Union as good republican

lic," thus making the courts themselves,

Nullification and, even worse, secession

government was the lasting contribution of

though distanced from political processes,

were utterly foreign to Madison's firm belief

the wisest of the founders. +
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About the author
Ralph Ketcham, Ph.D., is the author of 197l's distinguished James Madison: A Biography, which was re-released in 1990. He was editor
of The Madison Papers at the University of Chicago 1956-1960 and a history and political science professor at Syracuse University
1965-1997. He retired with emeritus status in 1997.
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The First first lady
IN 1993, FIRST LADY HILLARY CLINTON celebrated her birthday with a

costume party. It was her first year in the White House, and Clinton

was still experimenting with how to graft the traditional

public role of the first lady as hostess and partner onto her own
41

style of independent woman-cum-lawyer. She decided to go to the ball

dressed as one of her predecessors, Dolley Madison.
While Clinton never publicly commented on her choice, to the observer it indicates the
ways in which Dolley Madison is publicly viewed today, and it demonstrates her current
iconic status and why Americans still admire her.
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In part, Clinton was simply reaching back to confirm the long history of the institution
Story by
H olly Cowan Shulman,
Dolley Madison scholar

of first lady and its continuing importance. Dolley Madison was not only the wife of the
fourth president of the United States, but the first presidential spouse to reside permanently
in the brand new national capital of Washington, D.C. Madison became not only the District
of Columbia's first first lady, but the distaff side of a new national institution: a democratically elected head of state who would preside over American society.
There were other reasons for Clinton to identify with Madison as well. Mrs. Madison's
name has come to epitomize the role of hostess, of graciousness and hospitality extended in
a very whole-hearted and very American fashion. Madison did not bake her own cookies,

William John Coffee (1773-c.1846).who sculpted

but she did serve at teas and preside over official dinners. Her first biographer, Margaret

Montpelier's charming terra cona (left) bust ol

Bayard Smith, wrote that in 1804 the wife of a British diplomat looked down her nose at the

Dolley during avisit to Montpelier. also sculpted

Madison style, calling dinner at the Madisons a "harvest-home supper."

busts ol James and his mother.Nelly.

Dolley Madison responded that the diplomat's wife had simply failed to understand the
American spirit, observing that "she thought abundance was preferable to elegance; that cir-
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always supported her husband, no matter
how difficult the circumstances, a nonpartisan precedent for an independent and
committed first lady. For Clinton, as for
many Americans, Madison expressed fidelity
and bravery.
It was Dolley Madison who stayed in
the White House in August of 1814 while
her husband rode out of Bladensburg to rally
the American troops against the British soldiers. And it was Dolley Madison who stood
up to the British and saved what she could
from the White House before the British set
the mansion on fire. As she had written to
her cousin, Edward Coles, a year earlier, "I
have always been an advocate for fighting
when assailed, tho a quaker." And, she went
42

on to tell him -
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as if to authenticate

with detail the conviction of her
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Tunisian Sabre within my reach."
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Celebrated U.S. artist Gilbert Stuart painted this portrait of Dolley, which is now part of the White House

to sacrifice the delicacy of European taste,

girls, she grew up in comfort in Hanover

for the less elegant, but more liberal fashion

County, in rural eastern Virginia. In 1783,

of Virginia."

her father, John Payne, emancipated his

Collection. Dolley Madison's spectacles date to the

The story was written down more than

slaves and moved his family to Philadelphia,

early 1800s. Today. with one lens missing. the eye-

30 years after the event. But apocryphal or

where he went into business as a starch mer-

glasses are at the James Madison Museum.

not, it is revealing. Madison understood that

chant. By 1789, however, his business had

generous country hospitality was distinctly

failed, and he died a broken man in 1792.

American. In recalling Madison, Clinton

In January of 1790, Dolley Payne mar-

cumstances formed customs, and customs

was evoking that long-ago patriotic state-

ried a young Quaker lawyer, John Todd.

formed taste; and as profusion so repugnant

ment of abundance, simplicity and gracious-

The couple produced two boys in rapid

to foreign customs arose from the happy

ness of the American style.

succession, John Payne Todd in 1790 and

circumstances of the abundance and pros-

Madison has come down to us as a

William Temple Todd in 1792. But in the

perity of our country, she did not hesitate

woman of courage and as a loyal wife who

fall of 1793, yellow fever struck Philadel-

phia, claiming John Todd and their younger

going, warm and a charming hostess. He

Washington, D.C., a raw town of half-fin-

son that October.

was brilliant and successful. She brought a

ished buildings set amid forests and swamps.

In May of 1794, James Madison asked

family to his childless life. It was also

As the wife of the secretary of state, Dolley

his friend Aaron Burr to introduce him to

a love match. As her cousin,

Madison had no official duties, but she did

the 25-year-old widow. Madison was 17

Catherine Coles, wrote her on

assume a special position. Jefferson, a wid-

June 1, 1794, Mr. Madison

ower whose daughters lived with their fam-

"thinks so much of you

ilies in central Virginia, was determined to

in the day that he has

create a new republican society established

years her senior and a confirmed bachelor. A member of a Virginia planter
family, in 1787 he had created the Virginia Plan, a draft framework for
the federal constitution. His plans
and his intellectual energy had

Dolley Madison made this teardrop pin cushion. now at Montpelier. in the

defined the agenda for the Con-

1790s and gave it to her friend. Hannah Foster. One panel is embroi-

stitutional Convention, and his

dered in satin stitch in red flowers and green leaves.

influence as a delegate had been
great. Subsequently, he became the
Lost his Tongue, at

on the principle of equality. As president,

Republican Party, the party later led by

Night he Dreams of you &

he often entertained congressmen without

Thomas Jefferson, which opposed the Fed-

Starts in his Sleep a Calling on you

their wives in small intimate groups; for

to relieve his Flame for he Burns to such an

this he needed no hostess. But on those

The Madisons were a good match. He

excess that he will shortly be consumed."

occasions when he did need a hostess, he

was charming and witty among friends, but

They were married on Sept. 15, 1794, and

most often turned to Dolley Madison, who

often shy and remote in public; she was out -

lived in Philadelphia for the next three

quickly became the most prominent woman

years, after which the couple returned to

in Washington society.

leader of the emerging Democratic-

eralists, led by Alexander Hamilton.

According to Dolley's great niece. Mary Causten
Kunkel in 1915. this rose and yellow gold ring
with diamonds was an •... engagement token
given to Dolley P. Todd by her future and second
husband. James Madison - this ring Mrs. Madison wore always and died with it upon her hand."
The ring is part of the Montpelier collection. Dolley, who was known for her exquisite taste. wore
this pair of matched, finely engraved gold
bracelets. This item is on display at the James
Madison Museum in Orange.
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Montpelier, the 5,000-acre Madison family

She became more important in 1809

u

estate in Orange County with her son,

when James Madison succeeded Jefferson,

Payne Todd, and her sister, Anna.

and she became first lady. Dolley Madison's

2
D
D
1

In 1800, when Thomas Jefferson became

historical reputation rests on three of her

the third president of the United States, he

accomplishments during those years: deco-

asked James Madison to serve as his secretary

rating the White House, her role as hostess

of state, and the Madison family moved to

and her courage during the War of 1812.

E

by Congress. But the two also made
sure that the style of the mansion

James and Dolley owned this porcelain fruit bowl.
which could have been made in France or at the
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was appropriate for a republic. While the

Finally in the summer of 1814, she

White House had to be elegant enough to

faced the British invasion of Washington,

entertain foreign ministers, it should not

D.C., with bravery and dignity. By the third

offend members of Congress who worried

week of August, invasion was imminent

that excessive refinement betrayed

and the city was in a state of chaos as the

monarchical principals or simply made

British approached. On Aug. 22, President

them feel uncomfortable. One Pennsyl-

Madison left town to review the troops;

vania congressman felt that in his decision

Mrs. Madison remained in the city. As the

whether or not to attend a White House

British troops moved forward on Aug. 23,

party "embarrassments may arise that may

Mrs. Madison packed government papers

subject one to the sneers of the narrow

into trunks.

minded." Put more simply, he worried that his

The next day, with James Madison still

manners were not up to the occasion. Mrs.

off with the army, Dolley Madison found

Madison, however, made him feel at home.

herself guarding the gates of the executive

for its French-style porcelains. The Madison family

She is, he wrote his brother, "a democrat."

mansion. By that afternoon, the British were

owned this cobalt blue glass salt as one of aset of
eight Both the porcelain fruit bowl and the salt are

M

in the James Madison Museum collection.

s
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feel comfortable.

Philadelphia Tucker Manufactory. which was famous

E

M

reached out to people and made them

D

Dolley Madison invented the role of first

drawing too close to be ignored. After filling

lady as republican hostess, establishing cer-

a wagon with silver and other valuables and

tain ceremonies, just as she had created pub-

sending them off to the Bank of Maryland

lic spaces. She managed to be elegant, even

for safekeeping, she decided there was one

stunning, in a simple and unaffected way.

more task to be done: to save the irreplace-
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Her supporters called her "queenly"

able Gilbert Stuart portrait of George Wash-

but her enemies smeared her with the inac-

ington lest the British burn or, worse yet, cap-

otherwise empty executive mansion with

curate taunt that she was an inn-

ture and bring back to England this picture

possessions he brought from Monticello.

keeper's daughter. During a

The Madisons did not follow this precedent.

period in our history when

Dolley Madison worked with the architect

rancor and partisanship

the enemy closed in, she fled in the

Benjamin Latrobe to make the White House

dominated public and

nick of time. The British burned

as beautiful as possible within the budget set

political life, Dolley
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Thomas Jefferson had furnished the
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James Monroe purchased these Old Paris Porcelain teacups and saucers with gilded bands
while he served as diplomat in Paris. 1804-1806. and brought them back for Secretary of State
James Madison. This teapot from a33-piece dessert service that probably belonged to the Madisons is also
Old Paris Porcelain, but with afloral motif dating from 1790-1806. Both are on display at Montpelier.

of the icon of the new republic. She had
the canvas cut from the frame, and as

the White House.

Afterward, her husband was
politically abused for cowardice in the
face of British troops. Dolley Madison's courage, spunk and political

AUnique

LEGEND

savvy helped compensate for her
husband's dutiful modesty. Thus, she
became the heroine of the War of 1812.
In 1817, with the war over and her husband's second term of office finished; with
her son grown and her sister, Anna, long
married; Dolley and James Madison retired
to Montpelier, where the world came to

Dolley Madison became alegendary hero-

call. They had streams of visitors, includ-

ine in the 19th century. There were biographies,

ing not only her large and devoted fam-

and collections depicting the lives of great

ily and his, but leaders of American
politics and European dignitaries.

American women included her as amatter of

They were never short of company

course. But herfame reached further than that

or out of touch with national poli-

by the end of the 19th century she had become

tics and Washington gossip. By

useful to advertisers.She was transfonned into

the mid-1830s, however, James
Madison had become seriously

amass marketing icon whose name lent cachet

ill, and Dolley Madison was

to awhole range of items. Indeed, her popular

compelled to devote increas-

culture aura - and usefulness - tran-

ing time to his physical
care, to "comforting

scended that of her husband. In this regard,
Dolley Madison isunique among women of

my sick patient;'
as she wrote one
of her nieces.
After 19 years
together at Mont-

her period. For aglimpse at some of the ways

in which Dolley Madison was transformed
and used by our consumer culture, go to the
Dolley Madison Project Web site:

http://modemtimes.vcdh.virginia.edu/madison
"Dolley's love of fashion was one of her best-known characteristics." says Montpelier curatorial assistant

Allison Enos ('99). "As first lady, she spent handsomely on elegant European costumes."This gown of silk
cut velvet and satin is based on her 1800-1810 original at the Greensboro (N.C.) Historical Museum.
It is ameasured. line-for-line reproduction.

Once there. click on "pop culture: Readers
who want to knowmore about thespellings
of her name, can read the essayat

http://modemtimes.vcdh.virginia.edu/
madison/overview/name.html
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Montpelier's circa 1848 daguerrotype of Dolley
Madison was made by Matthew Brady. the famous
photographic pioneer who came to public promi-

pelier, James Madison died. Dolley Madi-

Over the summer of 1843, she sold part

son remained on their estate for another

of Montpelier and rented out the house.

year, but in 1837 she moved back to

But a year later, one of her slaves wrote to

Washington where she took up her role as

her that the county sheriff was trying to sell

a leader in the city's social life. No longer

the slaves to a slave dealer to pay off a debt

the doyenne of the White House, she still

her husband had never resolved with his

held a uniquely important place as the widow

brother, William Madison. Rather than

of the last of the America's founding fathers.

allow the forced separation of the slave

Distinguished visitors would first call on

families, she decided it was better simply to

the president of the United States - Martin

sell the whole estate. But it was not done

Van Buren, William Henry Harrison, John

without pain. "No one I think can appreciate

Tyler, James K. Polk or Zachary Taylor -

my feelings of grief and dismay at the neces-

and then cross Lafayette Square to pay their

sity of transferring to another a beloved

respects to Mrs. Madison. The driving force

home," she wrote to the buyer, Henry Mon-

of her last years was to keep her husband's

cure, on Aug. 12, 1844.

nence for his documentary images of the Civil War.

work and memory alive; she was his "relic."

Dolley Madison fell ill in July 1849. She

The Greensboro Historical Museum has the original.

Returning to Washington helped alle-

lingered for five days, and died on Thurs-

viate her loneliness, but it did nothing to

day evening, July 12. She was 81 years old

address her growing insolvency. The Madi-

and had known every president from George

sons had already spent much of

Washington to Zachary Taylor. Her funeral

their personal fortune paying

oration on July 17 was a state occasion,

off the gambling debts of

attended by the president, cabinet officers,

her son, an alcoholic,

diplomatic corps, members of the House

who ran Montpelier

and Senate, Supreme Court justices, officers

into the ground.

of the army and navy, the mayor and city

Sadly, Dolley

leaders, and "citizens and strangers." As the

Madison

Washington newspaper, The Daily Intelli-

was left with-

gencer, noted: "All of our country and thou-

out an income.

sands in other lands will need no language

On viewduring the 250th celebration isthis Chippendale-style fold-topdesk. It
was built in Chester County. Pa.• 1760-1780. and likely was acquired by Dolley
Madisonafter she moved with herfamily fromrural eastern Virginiato
Philadelphia in1783.

Dolley, the consummate hostess. once owned this Sheffield-plated cake basket with handle. It was made in
England in about 1800 and is now part of Montpelier's collection.

of Eulogy to inspire a deep and sincere

temporary, monarchs. She helps us feel

regret when they learn the demise of one

proud of ourselves and lucky because

who touched all hearts by her goodness

we are Americans, for whom, as Dolley

and won the admiration of all by the

Madison told Margaret Bayard Smith,

charms of dignity and grace."

circumstances have formed customs, and

When a century and a half later Hillary

customs formed taste, from the happy cir-

hardship and phys-

Clinton went to her birthday ball dressed as

cumstances of abundance. She represents

ical pain. She found in the job of first lady

Dolley Madison, Clinton was calling up the

heroism in the face of an enemy invasion,

personal pleasure, political satisfaction and

myth of the national icon of hospitality,

and the actions a proud, brave and deter-

exhausting private labor. Taking care of her

patriotism and courage. Madison remains

mined woman can take to uphold our

husband in his old age and enduring the

one of our best known and important first

national honor. We believe her to be more

privations of widowhood were difficult.

ladies. We find in her, perhaps even invest

than an interesting historic figure; she is

She died in poverty. But for the generations

in her, qualities of character that resonate

an important woman and leader -

of Americans who have come after her, she

in our own times. She is a model for the

a founding mother to balance our found-

remains a symbol of national pride. James

possibilities, within the narrow constraints

ing fathers.

Madison University, which began nearly a

of women's roles 200 years ago, for an
independent and important

Her real life was more complex. She
suffered the burdens of emotional loss,

century ago as a woman's college, can be
doubly proud of its name. •
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"presidentess" play

As bold as she was gracious. Dolley partook of snuff. as shown by her
silver snuff-box. circa 1793. which was inscribed MDPM" for

as our ceremonial
heads of state, our

Dolley Payne Madison.

democratically elected,

About the author
Holly Cowan Shulman is a historian at the University of Virginia. She is currently editing The Selected Letters of Dolley Payne Madison
(University Press of Virginia) with David B. Mattern, associate editor, Papers ofJames Madison, University of Virginia, with whom she
is also writing a biography of Dolley Madison. Her previous work includes The Encyclopedia of Eleanor Roosevelt, edited with Maurine
Beasley, and The Voice ofAmerica: Propaganda and Democracy, 1941-1945.
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early Madison record
FOR THE PAST 14 YEARS, students and professors from James

Madison University have collaborated with archaeologists

from the National Trust for Historic Preservation to study Montpelier,

the plantation of James Madison in Orange County.

Ironically, despite the prestige of this man who would become the fourth presi-
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been lost. The archaeological field schools jointly sponsored by the National Trust
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Story by Clarence R. Geier, Ph.D.
/MU anthropology professor
and Matthew Reeves, Ph.D.
Montpelier archaeologist

historical record of the initial settlement and development of Montpelier. This infor-

mation has provided a better understanding of the family and plantation community

that nurtured Madison's growth.
While Madison's associations with men like George Washington, Thomas Jefferson and
Patrick Henry are well known, the research conducted at Montpelier has shown that the love
of learning and the strength of chpacter that defined James Madison started with his grandmother, Frances Madison, and continued through the teachings of his mother, Nelly, and
/

father, James Sr. Madison's character was a product of the strength and courage demonstrated by grandparents who were willing to leave the comforts of an established home in the
settled Tidewater region of Virginia for the colony's Piedmont frontier. There, the labor of
slaves transformed the forest frontier into a successful, prestigious plantation of 2,850 acres.
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Following the untimely death of her

ning of the fall harvest had died. Ambrose

husband, Ambrose, Frances Madison stood

left 2,850 acres, including a well-furnished

as a testimony to the resilience and fiber of

dwelling and numerous outbuildings, along

early frontier women as she continued to

with sheep, cattle, horses and a labor force

develop the early plantation. James Sr.,

of 29 enslaved Africans. In his absence,

through the efforts of slaves numbering

Frances raised her family on the frontier

from 30 to 150, built on the success of his

and ran the plantation, which ultimately

mother and developed Montpelier to its

flourished under her leadership. Given the

peak of prosperity. While most slaves

resources under her control, Frances likely

worked as field hands and domestics, many

attracted many suitors as a young, widowed,

were specialists and skilled craftsmen like

planter's wife. Since she did not remarry, it

cooks, millers and blacksmiths. This group

is possible that she made a conscious deci-

of slaves formed a vibrant community on

sion to run her plantation independently.

the estate and constituted the economic

This ensured that her son, James Sr., inher-

backbone of the working plantation.

ited a prosperous economic venture upon
reaching maturity. Even when her son came
of age, however, Frances continued to have
a hand in the running of the plantation.
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In 1723, Ambrose and Frances Madison
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sent an overseer and a gang of slaves to their

Through her continued presence as family
matriarch, she left a lasting impression on
the young James Madison Jr. It was here
that the future president was taught to read
by his aging grandmother and grew to appreciate the bounty of his Piedmont home.

Piedmont land tract to establish a working

Documents do not reveal the precise

tobacco plantation that would be the future

location of Frances Madison's Mount

home of the Madison family. For nine years,

Pleasant plantation complex or the condi-

the slaves and overseer cleared the land for

tion of plantation life during those early

farming and erected the buildings that would

years. And with no above ground ruins evi-

JMU students excavate the interior

be used to the run the plantation. [n 1732,

dent, study of the archaeological record by

portion of the large root cellar at Mount
Pleasant while, in the background. other
students are investigating the cellar of
the plantation complex's kitchen. JMU

Ambrose and Frances and their children,

Montpelier archaeologists and JMU profes-

James Sr., Frances and Elizabeth, moved to

sors and students has become extremely

their new Piedmont home, known first as

important. Near the family cemetery, they

Mount Pleasant and later as Montpelier.

have identified an extensive plantation
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graduates Raven Garvey and Benjamin
Proctor take Munsell color measurements of the soil from the dig site.

Ambrose Madison's life at Mount Pleas-

complex marked by a set of structural

ant was short. Within six months of arriving,

posts, two root cellars, a kitchen cellar and

he was poisoned, allegedly by a slave from a

what appears to be the rear yard of the

neighboring plantation, and by the begin-

main dwelling.

Some of the more intriguing archaeological discoveries made at Mount Pleasant

much to the understanding of enslaved
communities on the frontier.

THE MOVE TO MONTPELIER.
THE ERA OF JAMES

MADISON
SENIOR

come from the kitchen cellar. In the sum-

Despite all the archaeological work at

mer of 2000, JMU field school students

Mount Pleasant, the exact location of the

recovered close to a dozen wine bottles with

main house has proven elusive, perhaps

seals that date to the 1750s, some bearing

because it was a wood-frame structure

the name and others the initials of the pres-

designed as a temporary dwelling while the

As the plantation began to reach the

ident's father. A wide range of artifacts reveals

family established the economic base of the

peak of its prosperity in the late 1750s,

the material culture of both the Madisons

plantation. A promising location for the orig-

James Sr. built a new brick manor house

and the domestic slaves who would have

inal Mount Pleasant dwelling does exist,

almost one-third of a mile northeast of the

resided near the main house. Food-related

however, just east of the kitchen cellar.

initial Mount Pleasant plantation house.

artifacts found at the kitchen provide dietary

Magnetometer surveys (a method of remote

The main road to the town of Orange ran

evidence of the enslaved community, and

sensing that detects magnetic fields within

north-south across the west

ceramics show plates and storage vessels used

the ground) in this area have revealed large

yard, no more

in food preparation and service. Students also

magnetic signals (known as anomalies) that

than 150 feet

recovered more personal items, including

are likely generated by greenstone, a locally

in front of the

pins, thimbles, jewelry-type objects such as

quarried rock used for building foundations.

mansion. The

pressed-glass paste-gems, an inlaid Venetian

Future work at Mount Pleasant by Montpe-

archaeological

glass bauble, cuff links, a lice comb and smok-

lier archaeologists and JMU will investigate

record makes

ing pipes (both locally made and imported).

these anomalies and perhaps discover the

clear that

An especially intriguing artifact is a badly

remains of the Madisons' first dwelling.

(1760 TO 1801)

abscessed human molar showing clear evidence of having been pulled. While the ornamental and decorative nature of some of these
items suggests that they were luxury goods

Probably crushed when the western wall of the
Mount Pleasant kitchen cellar collapsed,

belonging to the Madison family, domestic

these wine bottles were essentially

slaves may also have used them.

captured in atime capsule when

The nondomestic slaves of the Madi-

the cellar was subsequently filled

son plantation, those involved with grow-

and repairs made to the wall. The

ing crops, caring for livestock, smithing,

Madison family likely used the

milling or quarrying, would likely have
lived away from the main house and close
to the fields, tobacco houses, stables and
barns where they labored. Archaeological
surveys within the vicinity of Mount Pleasant have identified several possible locations for these quarters. Future excavations
focusing on these living spots will add

bottles for social occasions, with
the Madison seal being asymbol
of the family's economic affluence.
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President Madison. While archaeologists
initially feared that this duPont reinvigoration had destroyed the structures of the
Madison estate, they quickly discovered an
extensive complex of Madison-era remains.
These remains show that Montpelier
plantation structures were built in a line
with the mansion as its center. To the south
of the mansion stood several domestic
buildings including the mansion's detached
kitchen, with a well located to the west and
at least one or two slave quarters farther
south. East of the southernmost slave quarter, the land appears to be intentionally ter-
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Sociology professor Clarence Geier supervises as JMU student
Abby Shirkey excavates the remains of the large root cellar at
Mount Pleasant She is hying to differentiate rocks that are rubble from those that
are potentially part of the foundation so that she can decide which rocks to remove
from the site. This blue glass bead, recovered from the kitchen site at Mount Pleasant probably belonged to an enslaved domestic living in the kitchen. The bead is
typical of mid 18th-century beads, blue glass and wound on amandrel.

u

raced, suggesting that a formal garden
extended into this area, while excavations
have exposed the remains of a paling-style
fence and what appear to be ornamentally
laid brick. While arrayed in a linear pattern,
the main house, kitchen, southernmost slave
quarter and ornamental garden were all tied
together by a curvilinear complex of set stone
walkways. These walkways followed the con-
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tours of the terrain, facilitating the natural
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traffic flow among the structures.

James Sr. was the head of a very diversified

for field slaves, barns, stables and other

plantation that not only sustained his

support structures that would have been

Excavations at the detached kitchen have

needs but also served the larger community

scattered purposefully across the plantation.

recovered samples of the Madisons' ceram-

around him. He ran a substantial water-

It is possible that many duPont-era build-

ics and provided evidence of liberal por-

powered merchant's grain mill and had an

ings are resting on the foundations of these

tions of pork, beef, chicken and the occa-

established iron works on the property. As a

earlier buildings.

sional Chesapeake Bay oyster in their diet.
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farmer, he raised tobacco, wheat, corn and

Perhaps one of the greatest challenges

The southernmost slave cabin appears to

other grains. He also invested substantially

confronting archaeologists is the extensive

have been a one-story, wood-frame building

in sheep, cattle, oxen and horses. During

development of the Madisons' Montpelier

with a central chimney opening into rooms

his tenure, Montpelier expanded to include

by the socially prominent and active duPont

to the north and south. Few pottery and

a large population of slaves. While archaeo-

family. Under their early to mid-20th-cen-

food remains have been found with this

logical research has had some success in

tury ownership the grounds and the man-

structure, suggesting that food consump-

locating the quarters for domestic slaves,

sion were literally reborn and took on an era

tion for the families occupying the struc-

far less is known of the location of quarters

of social activity not seen since the time of

ture took place elsewhere or that stews and
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other one-

Since accounts of the Madisons' property (taken upon Ambrose's death in 1732) show alack of silver and other fine tableware. the bone-handled knife and iron spoon were likely part of James·
grandparents' table seivice. But because they were found in the Mount Pleasant kitchen,

pot dishes
were prepared in this
area -

they were probably used by enslaved
domestics for preparing their own
or the
Madisons'

meals

for which few
remains would be present in the archaeological record.
To the south of this structure was a
second building that may also have been a

meals.

slave quarter. Archaeologists have not com-

domes-

pleted the study of this building, but it is

tic quarters and

interesting because the of the wealth of food

artifacts that suggest

and other domestic debris associated with

Madison-era occupation. To the

it, including ceramics and animal bones -

east, a ravine called Walnut Hollow still

again mostly pork -

which suggests that

retains an extensive grove of walnut trees,

produced

food consumption and preparation occurred

many of which could date to th e Madison

many items used

at the site. Probably designed for a single

occupation. The most significant find in

in the operation of the

family or small group, this relatively small

this area is the remains of deeply buried

plantation, they also produced

structure had a cellar beneath what appears

debris associated with an iron works oper-

wares for sale in the larger community.

to be a puncheon or wood plank floor.

ated by James Sr. The discovery of these

Ties with the Shenandoah Valley appear

The complex of structures to the north

remains spurred historic research revealing

to be social as well as economic. In 1783,

of the mansion is less well known, but archae-

that the iron used at the smithy came from

Nelly Madison, the president's sister, married

ological testing places probable structure sites

as far west as the Mossy Creek Forge in

Isaac Hite Jr., the scion of a very prominent

along a ridge and just east of the road to the

Augusta County, while bar iron and occa-

and wealthy family in southern Frederick

town of Orange. Domestic activities are in

sionally steel were imported from England

County. This relationship appears to have

evidence at the most northerly end of this

and Germany. Research into ledgers kept by

been a cordial one, and existing accounts sug-

area, where there is a set of what may be small

Jan1es Sr. reveals that while the blacksmiths

gest that James Jr. was a regular visitor to

These pottery shards, including English transfer-printed pearlware and hand-painted Chinese export porcelain, were found just to
the northwest of the mansion portico in adeposit dating from around 1844, but the ceramics themselves date to 1790-1810,
when the Madisons resided at Montpelier. It is possible that asubsequent owner cleaned out the
mansion and disposed of the Madisons' outdated possessions. The high amount of porcelain
shows the relative expense of these ceramics and their likely association with the
Madison family. Interestingly, all of these items were found on James and
Dolley's side of the mansion and so might represent their taste in tablewares.

The Spanish coin found at the detached
kitchen at Montpelier was
drilled at the top for
use as apendant
Drilled coins have
been recovered at
numerous AfricanAmerican archaeological
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landscape around the mansion. He received

at Belle Grove.

seeds from Jefferson and others overseas,
exchanged plants with him and even participated in a contest with him to see who

JAM ES

would produce the first peas of the year.

MADISON
JUNIOR PERIOD

Madison introduced large trees, including
cedars of Lebanon, to the lands north and
south of the manor and possibly oversaw

1794, James and his new wife lived briefly

He moved his father's smithy, constructed a

with ex-slaves recorded during the

in Philadelphia. Upon his return to Mont-

large icehouse on its site and then embel-

1930s contain hints to the spiritual

pelier in 1797, James increased the size of

lished it with an ornate temple. To main-

uses of such coins for bringing good

the main house by extending the north end

tain a sense of balance, Madison may have

luck or warding off evil for the wearer,
Reeves says. While the exact origin of

by 30 feet, creating what was essentially a

added a small circular hedge garden at the

duplex. The original portion of the house

same distance from the house but on the

remained the home of his parents, while

south side. Both of these features remain.

tradition with some roots in West

A

s

and Dolley spent part of their honeymoon

the expansion of the ornamental garden.

this tradition is not known, it is likely a
M
E

son, Madison worked to improve the visual

After marrying Dolley Payne Todd in

sites across the south. Interviews
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Nelly's home of Belle Grove. In fact, James

Africa, combined with new beliefs
fostered in the slavery experience in

the young couple and Dolley's son, Payne
Todd, resided in the addition.

At this point, it is impossible to confirm other changes Madison made to the

With James Sr.'s death in 1801, the

organization of the plantation complex.

ownership of Montpelier passed to his son.

Certainly, as James became active in the

s

the New World - creating aunique

While James Jr. maintained the working

new nation, first as secretary of state for

u

expression of African-American

plantation, it is evident that he instituted

Jefferson and then as president, he spent

certain aesthetic changes befitting a man of

much time away from Montpelier. Yet, as

public office. With an interest in gardening

the home of the president, Montpelier

enhanced through ties with Thomas Jeffer-

took on a social identity of international
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beliefs and traditions.

Found at the Mount Pleasant kitchen site, this animal vertebra was probably destined
for the supper pot of enslaved domestics. It is possible that slaves would
have chosen the backbone as a matter of preference, but more
likely it was given to them because it was aless-intensive cut of meat

This terra-cotta tobacco pipe fragment was found in the
Mount Pleasant kitchen cellar, says Reeves, who has
illustrated what the original pipe would have looked
like: a reed tube inserted into the terra-cotta bowl.

J

The pipe is "one of the most provocative artifacts associated with enslaved African-Americans at Mount Pleasant,"Reeves says.
Known as colonoware by archaeologists, the low-fired earthenware is believed to have been used and manufactured by AfricanAmericans,although Native Americans used similar potting traditions. While the documentary record is silent concerning this
pottery tradition, tobacco pipes and low bowls have been found at many African-American sites occupied during the 18th and
early 19th centuries. Tobacco pipes like these were traditional to both West African and American Indian groups in Virginia.
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remained largely blank until the National
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stature, with Dolley Madison being very

Following James' death in 1836, Dolley

much a par! of this social and political

sold the plantation in 1844 and moved to

Trust

world. At the end of his presidency, James

Washington, where she spent her remain-

duPonts in the 1980s, and until 1986 when

and Dolley retired to Montpelier where

ing years actively involved in the social life

professional and student archaeologists at

James lived out his years compiling his

of the nation's capital. With that sale began

Montpelier and JMU began to reconstruct

u

notes on the Constitution and receiving

the loss of the historical record of James

it from the evidence the Madisons and

important guests.

Madison's private life. The Madison record

enslaved African-Americans left behind. +
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About the authors
Clarence Geier, Ph.D., instituted the Archaeological Field School in 1977. The JMU anthropology professor co-edited Look to the
Earth: Historical Archaeology and the American Civil War and Archaeological Perspectives on the American Civil War. Geier leads studentoriented field research, mostly in cooperation with the National Park Service at Fredericksburg and Spotsylvania National Battlefields.
Matthew Reeves, Ph.D., is director of archaeology for the Montpelier Foundation and an adjunct JMU professor. He has directed
archaeological projects at Manassas National Battlefield Park, researched Virginia Piedmont plantations and investigated plantations
and slave settlements in Jamaica and southern Maryland. He is working on a book about early 19th-century Jamaican slave settlements.

ABO UT THE ILL US TRATO R:

Peter W. Gaut of Roanoke is a free-lance artist who specializes in military illustration.
His grandmother, Maude Eleanor Wolfe, was an early teacher education graduate of Harrisonburg State Normal School.
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Detail of Mary Edmonia Lewis' 1867
carrara marble statue, Forever Free. Courtesy
of Howard University Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C.

A SLAVE WROTE THE FIRST MEMOIR
published about life inside the White House.

Paul Jennings' pamphlet, A Colored Man's Reminis-

cences of James Madison, provides a unique portrait of the fourth president and

historic events through a series of vignettes. The writings seem like an extended

kitchen conversation with Jennings, who was MadisoD-'s "manservant." Details

emerge that cause one to reconsider even the most commonly accepted stories of
59

the Madisons' life in the White House.

"It has been stated in print;' Jennings

played such a powerful role in our national

recalls, "that when Mrs. Madison escaped

drama, in fact, that deleting their voices can

from the White House, she cut out from

only ensure that we distort history."

the frame the large portrait of [George]

Only in recent decades have Americans

Washington [painted by Stuart Gilbert] .. .

across the racial divide begun to discuss the

and carried it off' According to Jennings,

sinewy connection of African-American

that story "is totally false." "She had no time

history to this nation's founding leaders,

for doing it," he adds. "It would have

such as Washington, Jefferson, Hamilton

required a ladder to get it down. All she

and Madison.

carried off was the silver in her reticule, as the

Story by Randall B. Jones
Design by Melanie Rowan ('OO)

Two women with deep family roots in

British were thought to be but a few squares

Madison's Montpelier -

off, and were expected every moment." So,

Coleman and Connie Briscoe -

who did the deed? Jennings tells us it was the

contributors to that discussion. Both Cole-

White House doorkeeper and the gardener.

man and Briscoe are direct descendants of

"Jennings' reminiscences are just a

Madison's slaves. Both welcome efforts under

small example of how the voices of

way at Montpelier to recover and understand

African-Americans can alter the way we

the plantation's African-American history

view American history;' says Joe Opala,

and thus broaden the understanding of U.S.

who researches the history of slavery and

history. However, their stories have already

teaches history at JMU. "Black people have

told us much.

Rebecca Gilmore
are active
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Geo1l]e Gilmore

P1lilluy Gilmore
Harry Gilmore
\

Rebecca Gilmore colemmt
Rebecca Gilmore Coleman traces her lineage back to George Gilmore. who was born in 1810 into
enslavement at Montpelier during James Madison's years as president. Gilmore remained a slave until
the Civil War. In 1870 he built acabin and in 1901 bought it and 16 acres from Dr.Ambrose Madison.
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Rebecca Gilmore

Coleman

s

says Rebecca Coleman in a clipped, clear

to answer before he died. Meanwhile, nearly

accent that sounds like it cantered directly

all the older relatives who could relay sto-

out of Virginia horse country. "She went to

ries of the Gilmore family had passed away.

her school and told her teacher that her

"We don't know how George got to

great-grandfather was James Madison."

look the way he did;' Coleman says, refer-

Coleman laughs heartily at the thought, as

ring to her great-grandfather, George

the aroma of baking banana bread infuses

Gilmore, a mulatto slave of Madison's born

the bright kitchen nook of her Orange

at Montpelier. "I've been told he had blue

County home. "She came home very upset

eyes and was very fair," she continues.

when the teacher questioned her about it."

"Something happened -
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about the family's history came nearly too late
for her father, Harry Gilmore (1901-1976),
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children of her own. By then, questions

"My granddaughter was so excited,"
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until well after Coleman was married with
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who it was, we

Unfortunately, in the segregated South

don't know," though she is cautious, even

of Coleman's childhood, no teacher ever

wary, about claiming or pursuing any

had a reason to query Coleman about her

direct kinship to the Madison family.

family's relationship to Madison or Mont-

(James Madison had no children.) "But

pelier. If one had, she might have returned

let's face it, it's kind of embarrassing, we

home to ask her father about that history.

didn't come [from Africa] looking like this:'

Instead, that information was not discussed

she says referring to her light complexion.

What Coleman knows of Gilmore - in

says. "And the esteem the Madison family

fieldstone chimney chinked with clay had

part from what her father told her, but

had for him, no doubt, continued after

sat obscured by brush and vines until last

mostly from documents and other sources

emancipation, judging from the fact that

year, when JMU students and professors

she has uncovered through the years -

is

they sold him a choice parcel of land so

under the auspices of Montpelier exposed

that he was born in 1810 and remained a

close to their own home." Gilmore's reputa-

the site for architectural examination. Now

slave at Montpelier until the Civil War. In

tion in the county as a man of substantial

scholars are sleuthing out what the cabin

1870, he built a cabin on the estate's land,

character and skill is confirmed by a letter

can reveal about African-American life dur-

and in 1901 he purchased the cabin and 16

written in 1864 by an officer in the Union

ing the late 19th and early 20th centuries.

acres for $560 from Dr. Ambrose Madison,

army's "department of the Potomac." In

"I think the research today [at Montpe-

only months before the doctor died. "We

this letter, George Gilmore is listed among

lier J is just magnificent," Coleman says,

have often wondered what the relationship

a handful of trustworthy whites and "col-

"because for so long there had not been any

there was. I mean, [George] lived right next

oreds;' who could assist the army in occu-

interest in what the slave community has

to Dr. Ambrose Madison," says Coleman.

pying the defeated rebel region.

contributed to Orange County or the coun-

Adding to that mysterious proximity to

Of particular interest to Coleman -

try as a whole." As to the painful part of

the Madison family is the fact that Gilmore

who is a founding member of the Orange

that heritage and her connection as a direct

could read and write. He was also a carpenter

County African-American Historical Society

descendant of a slave of America's foremost

and often hired out to work for others, which

-

is the architectural and historic investi-

Constitutional architect, Coleman takes the

likely allowed Gilmore to earn some hard

gations these days into her great-grandfather's

long view of historic events. ''As far as James

cash for himself. "Gilmore probably ranked

cabin (in which Coleman's father was born)

Madison and slavery, that's what was hap-
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among the trusted and privileged slaves at

at Montpelier. Abandoned some time in the

pening at that time," she says. "I understand
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the top of the plantation hierarchy;' Opala

1960s, the small two-story structure with a

he treated his slaves rather well compared
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Archaeologists found this thimble and straight pins in the cellar of Mount Pleasant. the Madison's first homestead. "These items were located in close
proximity to what we believe is the hearth and might have slipped through the floorboards or through the edge of the wall,· says Montpelier archaeologist
Matt Reeves. "An enslaved domestic living in the kitchen likely owned and used these items to make her own clothes from the annual allotment of cloth
given to her by the Madisons.• • Asimple. inexpensive and portable musical instrument. the jaw harp is often recovered from 18th-century archaeological
sites. Their "twangy" sound complimented the more traditional West African drumming tradition that enslaved African-Americans engaged for music and
dance socials. • Pork and poultry were traditional fare of enslaved African-Americans. This boar mandible probably came from awild boar that roamed the
woods of Mount Pleasant Archaeologists found some lead shot in the same kitchen deposit. suggesting that the enslaved population hunted these animals
and that the shot were removed from the meat prior to being served - or possibly encountered during the process of eating the meat "This might be an
explanation for the abscessed tooth we found last summer.· Reeves says.

In ALong Way From Home, Connie Briscoe (left)
mixes fact and fiction to tell the story of her
enslaved ancestors, including great-great-grandmother, Susan Madison Armistead (far left), who
lived and worked on the Montpelier plantation.
After the Madisons sold her to her white father's
family inRichmond, Susan married a free black
man, Oliver Armistead, and ultimately became
free herself after the Civil War.
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about to disturb his income.
"I can't imagine," she continues, "what
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my ancestors endured back then - the living
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conditions, working for someone from sun-

s

up to sun-down ... and through the years a lot
of people may have a tendency to forget what
happened." Despite that suffering, Coleman
says, "There are so many good things that
have come out of this. I would much rather
be living in America than, say, in Senegal or
Somalia or some of those other places that
are having a very difficult time. I'm very
proud to be an American and no matter
how my ancestors got here, I think you
could, perhaps, look at this as being a real
blessing. But the way they came is horrible."

Earlier this year archaeologists found a cache of
wooden animals embedded in the clay daub
below the front door of the Gilmore cabin (right).
which belonged to Rebecca Gilmore Coleman's
great-grandfather. George. These inch-long
wooden animals likely fell into the space
between the floorboards and the edge of the log
walls and were subsequently pressed into the
daub during periodic rechinking of the logs. These
toys are similar in shape and manufacture to
Noah·s Ark toys produced during the late 19th and
early 20th centuries.

tonnie

through her imaginative recreation of events

sold away from Montpelier -

Briscoe

as seen from the slaves' point of view.

rebuttal to those who might believe that

is a powerful

Briscoe first began wondering about

because Madison (or any other slave owner)

One who has imagined in vivid detail

her family's history when as a child she

was a "good" master that somehow his par-

what her ancestors endured is Connie

asked her grandmother why she had two

ticipation in the pernicious system was

Briscoe, a writer who now lives in Falls

photos of "white ladies on [her] bureau?"

mitigated. "One of the points that I was

Church. Her novel, A Long Way from

When Briscoe's grandmother responded

trying to make;' says Briscoe, "was that

Home, tells the story of three generations

that the two ladies were Connie's great-

slavery was demeaning and destructive

of Montpelier slave women, including

great-grandmother and great-great aunt, it

under any type of master. James Madison

Briscoe's great-great-grandmother, Susan

immediately caused Briscoe to ask herself

was considered 'kind' because he did not

Madison Armistead. Briscoe's work is based

and others questions that persist to this day.

beat his slaves, but he did sell them. I had

on family records and stories handed down
through the generations -

all fleshed out

which chronicles the

always thought that being sold could be far

breakup of a slave family as members are

worse than being beaten, probably because

Briscoe's novel -

As scholar Gerald Early wrote in a 1992
essay, "But it must always be remembered
that our blood is here, our names are here,
our fate is here, in a land we helped to
invent. By that I have in mind much more
than the fact that blacks gave America free
labor . . . We have given America something
far more valuable: We have given her her
particular identity, an identity as a country
dedicated to diversity, a nation of different
peoples living together as one." This is a
view seconded by Rebecca Coleman, who

Although rendered in eastern Virginia and not at Montpelier, Benjamin Latrobe's1798 pen. ink and
watercolor captured acommon scene during James Madison's lifetime. Latrobe'ssarcastic title.
Anoverseer tloing his tluty. Sketched from life near fretlricks/Jurg, to describe the overseer lazily
smokingacigar whilewomen labor, reveals the harshness and injustice of slavery.

thinks it is essential that Americans today
discuss slavery in all its historic ramifications. "A lot of people find it very difficult
to talk about slavery -

both black and

white;' says Coleman. But, she adds, "I don't
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I looked back through the personal lens of

band] Oliver, were born under the most try-

know how we are going to heal unless we

my great-great-grandmother Susan."

ing circumstances, that they survived, and

do talk about it.

In Briscoe's novel, Susan is torn away

in Oliver's case, even thrived. So often, we

"You have to go back and discover

from her mother and sister when Susan is

hear that slaves were ignorant or lazy or

what happened, and then I am hoping we

s

sold to a man (her white father) in Rich-

helpless. We need more stories of slaves who

can move on, because we are Americans

u

mond. Slaves "preferred being beaten to

did learn to read and write despite enor-

just like the Europeans [who came to Amer-

I

being sold away from their loved ones,"

mous resistance, ... who managed to start

ica];' Coleman says. "We are all here together

according to slave narratives and other

businesses, and who refused to let slavery

in this melting pot, and I think black peo-

records that Briscoe has read. "Being sold

destroy their family bonds ... I think we do

ple as a whole have a wonderful history to

away was a lifelong beating."

a disservice to African-Americans, particu-

be most proud of, and I am definitely proud

Furthermore, as Briscoe points out,

larly our children, not to spread these stories

of black Americans."

what good was Madison as a "kind" master,

of survival and accomplishment under diffi-

since after his death, "Dolley Madison sold

cult circumstances," she adds.
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Clearly, that dialogue to healing has
already begun in some quarters of America,

many more slaves and left management of
the plantation to her alcoholic son John
Payne Todd," who Briscoe depicts as a dissolute and dangerous man.
Despite the negative and heart-wrenching elements of Briscoe's story, it summons
a positive note. "I realized that although my
ancestors, particularly Susan and [her hus-

House slaves living in the kitchen at Mount Pleasant and Montpefier probably
owned these molded paste gems (right) and cut glass cuff link (far right). which
they used as items of adornment Enslaved Africans used jewelry and dothing
for social display during gatherings and dances held on and off the estate. Social
events. whether held with or without the owner's consent were instrumental in
the enslaved community's establishing ties outside the plantation.

susm1 Madison An11istead

If these Walls could talk
Professor and students research Gilmore cabin
A humble, brush-covered cabin that freed slave George Gilmore built at Montpelier
stands in stark contrast to the grand peach-colored, Madison family mansion. But the
two-room wooden structure will enlarge the historical record about life at Montpelier.

Corine Redmond Glascoe

Research at the cabin is revealing more about the history of the enslaved AfricanAmericans who helped build the plantation while owner James Madison helped build a
nation he hoped would be free of tyranny. Four JMU students, under the supervision of
history professor Gabrielle Lanier, have investigated the cabin's history and published a

Alyce Redmond Briscoe

historic structures report containing architectural, oral and documentary information.
While staff members at Montpelier worked to stabilize the cabin, the students gathered
information from Gilmore descendants, interviewed people who lived near the cabin
and analyzed the existing building and site. The dual efforts were funded by a grant

comlie Briscoe

from the Virginia Foundation for the Humanities and an appropriation from the Virginia
General Assembly, according to Lynne Lewis, senior archaeologist for the National Trust
for Historic Preservation.
The student researchers were Jeanne Barnes of Roanoke, Jamie Ferguson of Rocky

including Montpelier. And the silence that
marked Coleman's childhood regarding her
Montpelier connections has given way to her

Mount, Genevieve Harlow of Charlottesville and Wondwossen Getachew, formerly of
Ethiopia and now a U.S. citizen. Lanier says, "Our report states that what Montpelier
has with the Gilmore Cabin is a chance to show leadership within the museum community by interpreting the everyday existence of a freedman and his family in a period of

grandchildren querying her when they need

transition. The close proximity of the cabin to the mansion where Gilmore labored as a

information for school reports. "My little

slave provides a unique experience for future generations at Montpelier. Visitors can

granddaughter got so excited about it when

continue to learn about the presidential mansion and its slaves and can now follow the

she was at Montpelier," says Coleman. •

life of a former slave and his family after emancipation and see how they adapted."
Gilmore, who was born at Montpelier, built the original two-room cabin in the 1870s

r

and purchased it for $560 in 1901. He and his wife, Polly Braxton, raised eight children

About the author

there. The cabin was inhabited until the 1980s, and today consists of two levels, a stone
chimney and an addition built in the 1900s. History major Getachew says, "Gilmore

Randall B. Jones is a free-lance writer

was not a regular slave. He could read and write and was a carpenter and saddle maker.

and an editing and publishing liaison

That's probably how he supported himself and earned the money to purchase the cabin:'

for Center for American Places.

Lanier says, "This report will enable Montpelier to interpret the African-American
experience more thoroughly, and it offers them information that can be used immediately in decisions on how to interpret the historic site."

-Michelle Hite ('88)

evokes Madison spirit

CITIZENSHIP
Story byMichelleHite('88). Design by KristenMalinchock ('01)

IN HONOR OF JAMES MADISON'S 250TH BIRTHDAY celebration, the

JMU Alumni Association presented the first James Madison Citizen-

ship Award in March. During the James Madison Day Convocation, alumnus and
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"The JMU Alumni Association thought it appropriate to use this celebration to inaugurate
the citizenship award to honor both Madison and an individual who has demonstrated the
spirit of Madison's commitment to the public good;' says association executive director Justin
Thompson. "The programs that Professor Bradfield helped establish on this campus have coalesced into a major component of what the university calls its 'total undergraduate education:"
Cecil Bradfield retired last year after 28 years as a professor of sociology and more
recently as director of JMU's Aging and Family Studies Program, which he founded. He cofounded JMU's Center for Service-Learning with social work professor R. Ann Myers. He

Ailaster bas relief {lelt) of James Madison.

circa 1800-1820. handed down through the
Na~ison lamily and donated to Montpelier.

also helped establish JMU's Elderhostel program and the Lifelong Learning Institute. He has
traveled from Appalachian coal country to Mexico to East Germany raising intercultural
awareness and espousing service as an integral part of personal development and civic life.
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Cecil Bradfieldreceived the JMU Alumni Association's first
citizenship award because throughout his career he has
evoked JamesMadison's spirit ol public service.
"The CS-L and Alternative Spring Break
programs really connect the in-class and outof-class learning experience and include communities as active learning partners," says
CS-L director Rich Harris.
In April 2000, Bradfield was one of five
individuals celebrated by the JMU chapter

of the national leadership honor society,
ODK, for personifying the university's theme,
"all together one." At the ceremony senior
Beth Wilkins said, "One thing that I took
away from Dr. Bradfield's class was an awareness of the people around me .... The biggest world problem all of a sudden seemed
personal. It made me more aware of the
impact I could make. One little personal
interaction does make a difference to the
whole world. This is the gift that Dr. Bradfield gave us all."

other film writing and producing credits
include Analyze This, A Guy in Love and Men
in Black.
Sutton has received a National Endowment for the Arts Playwriting Fellowship,
the Norman Lear Award for Comedy Playwriting and the Roberts/Shiras Playwriting
Award. He served as a fellow at ShenanArts
Playwriting Retreat in Staunton, and his plays
have been produced at New Playwrights
Theatre in Washington, D.C. In addition to
his dramatic writing, Sutton also wrote the
novel Always Six O'Clock.
"From his comic shenanigans in JMU's
first production of Dinner Theatre in the
early 1980s to his current support of JMU
and the theater department, Phoef has
demonstrated an abiding interest and concern for his alma mater," says JMU theater
professor Roger Hall, who nominated Sutton for the award.
This year's alumni service award winner, Jon
Craver, is a partner with
the Accenture Consulting
firm (formerly Andersen
Consulting) and CEO of
the new Accenture Business Launch Centre in the greater Washington, D.C., region.
Accenture Consulting is an $8.9 billion
global management and technology consulting firm that employs 65,000 people,
including 200 JMU alumni, in 48 countries.
Jon is a partner in the firm's communica-

tions and high technology marketing unit,
specializing in electronic commerce, new ventures and telecommunications marketing.
Prior to joining Andersen Consulting,
Craver played professional football in the
National and Canadian football leagues
while attending graduate school at the University of Virginia.
Craver has obtained guest lecturers for
JMU's Computer Information System classes,
participated in the information systems consulting course and served on the advisory
boards of JMU's Electronic Commerce
Program, CIS program and College of
Business. "Jon has been instrumental in
obtaining summer internships for dozens
of students, conducted job interviews on
campus and participated in the annual job
fair;' says CIS professor Glenn Smith.
"For over a decade Jon has given his
time to students and faculty," says Robert
Brookshire, CIS director. "He was instrumental in arranging the donation of more
than $70,000 in telecommunications equipment used in a program offered jointly by
the College of Business and the College of
Integrated Science and Technology. He has
helped shape curricula and improved the
quality of our programs."
JMU's alumni awards are selected annually from nominations to the alumni
board's recognition committee. Recipients
are chosen for accomplishment in professional work, recognition by colleagues and
commitment to community.

Continued lrom Page 67

AT JAMES MADISON DAY CEREMONIES,
the alumni association also honored Phoef
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standing career achievement and service.
Although unable to
attend the ceremony on
March 15, Sutton received
the Ronald E. Carrier
Distinguished Alumni
Achievement Award for
his Emmy-award winning
career in television, film and stage. Craver,
of Great Falls received the Distinguished
Alumni Service Award in honor of service
to JMU during his dual careers in marketing and professional football.
Sutton has received the highest industry
awards for writing and producing projects
for television, film and stage. He was executive producer and writer for the critically
acclaimed NBC television series Cheers, for
which he won a pair of Emmy Awards. He
also wrote and produced two Bob Newhart
sitcoms and served as creative consultant
for Almost Perfect (CBS) and Kristin (NBC).
His newest project, The Fighting Fitzgeralds
premiered on NBC in March.
Sutton has also written screenplays for
Mrs. Winterbourne, starring Shirley Mclaine,
and The Fan, featuring Robert DeNiro. His

madison
MONIKER
'lt,s cool to be named
after a school'
Some alumni have such fond feelings
for their college days that their children
will never live it down. These alumni have
actually named their children for JMU.
Really. Luckily, these Madison Monikers
do have a certain ring to them, so it's not
outrageous to praise these alumni for both
their school spirit and exquisite taste.
JMU freshman legacy Matthew Ashby
Barker ('04) is a constant reminder to his
parents, Frank and Debbie Sheeler Barker
of Fairfax Station, of their college days.
They met as students at JMU and both
graduated in 1975. "I lived in Ashby Hall
my last three years at JMU, and Ashby is
where I first told Debbie that I loved her."
Frank says. "So Ashby Hall is dear to our
hearts, and we gave that middle name to
our son."
Matt lives in Shorts Hall and majors
in English. "I think it's cool that Mom and
Dad loved JMU so much that I take a piece
of it with me every day;' he says. "Besides,
listening to some of dad's stories, it could
have been worse."
His father explains, "My first date with
Debbie was watching Night of the Living
Dead in Wilson Hall on Halloween. We
could have named our son Wilson, but
then everyone would mistake him for Tim
Allen's neighbor on Home Improvement."
The Barkers' explanation is a direct
result of a question by Missy Heft Dudley ('89), who wanted to know how many
alumni had named their children "Madison." Montpelier posed the question to
readers a few issues ago and extended the
tally to include pets. Here are the Madison Moniker results, not counting the
Madisons who show up from time to
time in Class Notes and "Future Dukes."
Alumni gave the name Madison to 18
daughters in the Web tally. "We thought
Madison would be a name unique to

Dukes;' says Kitra Kraus Hunter ('86), "but
little did we know that the movie Splash
would come out and the mermaid would
be named Madison. Now it's a trendy
name, but we wouldn't have it any other
way." Hunter lives in Columbus, Ohio, with
Doug ('85), and their daughter, Madison
Eleanor Leigh Hunter, who says, "It's cool
to be named after a school."
Paul and Cathryne Clay Doss ('83)
named their daughter Madison because,
Cathryne says, "My heart belongs to JMU.
I thought Madison was a unique name,
but I am proud to see that she shares the
name with many future Dukes."
Alumni have named pets for the university, because as Sandra Bottoms ('83)
explains, "My golden retriever, Madison,
reminds me of all my JMU buds." Other
dog lovers, cat aficionados and a cockatiel
owner shared their favorite pet stories and
animal magnetism for the name Madison.
Linda Braithwaite Flamm ('89/'90M)
of Moseley named her cockatiel Madison
before attending JMU because "that was
the only place I wanted to go to school;'
she says. "I have a black lab named Duke,
and so what if he's not a bull dog? I named
him for the mascot because I'm proud of
my school."
Nicole Asmar ('99) of McLean got
her lab/collie mix while still a senior and
named him Madison. "What better way
to remember the best four years of my
life?" she says.
Class of 1988 graduates David and
Susan Truslow Alevy of Orange Park, Fla.,
married in 1998 at the Joshua Wilton
House, "in the 'Burg," and adopted their
dog, Madison, on their wedding anniversary. Luckily there have been no submissions for pets named 'Burg.
When Leasa Neaves ('92) moved to Los
Angeles she says she was "homesick for
Virginia.. . . When my cat was born I knew
I had to call her Madison. I sing her the
Madison fight song all the time and she
loves it."
Christine Bilbrey ('91) of Alexandria
says she also sang the fight song to her
kitten, Madison James. "Even though he
only lived a year, I loved him dearly and

he reminded me of four great years at
JMU," Bilbrey says.
Other unique variations on the pet version of Madison Moniker included dogs
and cats named Duke, Maddie, Dolley
Duke, Molly Madison and Madi-Cat,
a.k.a. James Madison Quick, the latter
owned by Kevin ('94) and Valerie Reinhardt Quick ('96) of Scottsville.
JMU alumni are not alone. For the
last five years, Madison has been among
the top 20 most popular U.S. names for
newborn girls.
-StorybyMichelleHite('BBJ

'I HAVE A BLACK LAB
NAMED DUKE,
AND SO WHAT IF HE'S
NOT A BULL DOG?'
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A100 percent Duke product. Matthew Ashby Barker. is
named for Ashby Hall. where his father. frank ('75) first
declared his love to Matthew's mother. Debbie ('75).

SOME

1\/11-i ARE IN THE BLOOD

John Todd

James Madiscn

I

William Temple Todd
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FOR MOST JMU FOLKS, the Madison
connection means a college degree, alumni
status, steadfast school spirit and four years
of memories in "the 'Burg." For a few
alumni, however, the Madison connection
stretches back to JMU's eponym - James
Madison, the man.
Because James Madison had no children,
direct descent from him is not possible. Six
of his siblings, however, lived to adulthood
and produced 42 offspring, assuring the prospect of Madison family progeny through
future generations.
Drew Mills ('81) and his sister, Wendy
Alison Mills Winingham ('87), trace their
connection through their mother, Alice
Maxine Coleman, back to James' brother,
Ambrose. They say that their mom's genetic
heritage dispels any doubt about the connection, since she shares a voice defect with
her ancestral line. James Madison was sometimes criticized for his weak voice. Spasmodic disphonia is the modern diagnosis.
According to Charles Runyan, Ph.D., of
JMU's communication science and disorders department, the disease generates a
spasm that tightens the vocal chords to
cause unpredictable pitch breaks or freezes
them open to produce a breathy undersound in speaking. In a day before microphones and amplifiers, addressing a large
audience could be a problem for public
speakers so afflicted.

Drew Mills, who lives in Rockville, Md.,
heads Mills Marketing and Communication, a national sports marketing firm that
negotiates ads for corporate clients and sends
him traveling all over the country. The travels let him also keep in touch with old friends
from JMU, which he says, "is a testament to
how great the experience at JMU was, that
about 10 close friends stay in touch." An
avid golfer, he also manages to balance his
work with responsibilities at home and
charity work for Children's Hospital in
Washington, D.C.
Wendy Mills Winingham and husband,
David, live nearby in Germantown, Md.,
where she's a stay-at-home mom with toddler Alison. Wendy blends motherhood with
various community service projects and bikes
whenever and wherever she can.
Other Madison descendants with a JMU
connection are Nancy Chappelear Baird ('40)
and her sister, Georgina Chappelear Milliken ('43). Their descent, however, is on the
distaff side, related to Dolley. Baird explains
that a direct ancestor of her mother married Walter Coles, an uncle of Dolley Madison. And her great-great-grandmother, Maria
Coles, attended the same Quaker school,
Cedar Creek Meeting in Hanover County,
which Dolley attended.
One family treasure that Baird donated
to Colonial Williamsburg was a sampler
Maria embroidered. This legacy is on display

at a New York City antique show celebrating
Colonial Williamsburg's antique collections.
Nancy and Georgina's father, George W.
Chappelear, headed JMU's department of
biology and agriculture and served as superintendent of building and grounds during
the institution's earlier years. Baird is an
avid supporter of historic preservation and
is working on an autobiography for the Virginia Historic Society. She studied architectural engineering at Virginia Polytechnic
and State University and was a naval architect in the U.S. Navy. She enjoys painting
and is married to Alvin V. Baird Jr. The couple recently donated JMU largest gift ever,
$1.5 million, to fund the university's Attention and Learning Disabilities Center.
Georgina Chappelear Milliken is a retired
analyst for the U.S. Army at Fort Monroe.
Now widowed, she resides in Williamsburg.
She and her late husband had three children: a daughter, Nancy McAvoy of New Jersey; a son William S. Milliken Jr. of North
Carolina, and a daughter Georgina Harris,
who died in 1999 in Massachusetts.
Another Madison descendant is Donna
Carol Nichols ('SOM), director of the Texas
Public Health Promotion Program. She traces
her presidential connection through a distant maternal cousin.
Nichol's initial postgraduate position led
her to Arkansas and the state's Department
of Health. Then Texas recruited her in 1983

.......

to develop its state program for diabetes
control - an early assault against what has
become a national epidemic. During the next
13 years, her career expanded in grand Texas
fashion. She was appointed director of the
public health promotion program in 1996.
Two years later she was awarded the Health
Promotion Medal of Excellence in honor of
her contribution to the advancement of public knowledge of health issues.
Nichols also won the State Coalition
Award for Excellence in Health Promotion
from the Centers for Disease Control and
the Lifeguard Award from the Texas American
Cancer Society. Her work at the local, state
and national levels led to her receiving the
National Leadership Award from the CDC
and Association of State and Territorial Directors of Health Promotion and Public Health
Education. Like her illustrious forebear,
Nichols loves the rural life. She lives with her
four horses on her ranch, Pine Lane Farm,
outside Smithville.
Two JMU alumni, who are also staff
members, both trace connections to the
Madison family. Michelle Hite ('88), assistant editor of Montpelier, is related to a
James Madison in-law. Hite is a descendant
of Jost Hite of Belle Grove Plantation in
Frederick County, where James and Dolley
frequently visited Madison's sister, Nelly, after
she married Isaac Hite Jr.

Carolyn Mason Schellhorn Windmiller
('81), project director for university relations
creative services, has two connections to the
Madison legacy through her mother Adrienne Barry Schellhorn.
Schellhorn's great-great-grandfather is
William Taylor Barry, to whom James Madison often wrote letters espousing his thoughts
on education and politics. James Madison's
famous quotation about liberty and learning comes from one of those letters: "What
spectacle can be more edifying or more
seasonable that that of liberty and learning,
each leaning on the other for their mutual
and surest support?" [Madison to W.T. Barry,
Aug. 4, 1822].
Windmiller's second connection to Madison comes via Barry's marriage to Catherine
Mason, whose great-uncle was George
Mason, author of the Virginia Declaration
of Rights. Mason worked with Madison for
freedom of conscience and disestablishment of religion in Virginia.
These alumni share Madison family connections. Are there others? Share your Madison family connection by writing to Montpelier, 26 Medical Arts West, MSC 5718,
Harrisonburg, VA 22807 or by e-mail at
montpelier@jmu.edu.

- Story by Nancy Bondurant Jones
with Kara Carpenter ('00)

FAMILY

ree

The Madison family tree took
on new meaning and new roots
with the JMU community in
March. Symbolizing both past and
future cooperative efforts between
the university and Montpelier, the
historic home of James Madison,
a young tulip popular tree from
the Montpelier grounds was transplanted to the JMU Quad. As part
of the university's weeklong celebration of James Madison's 250th
birthday, students helped break
ground during the tree planting
ceremony on March 15.

.....

ANOTHER

-ax11_y
James Madison's family connections were illustrious. Through
his paternal grandmother, Martha
Thompson, who married James
Taylor, Madison was a second
cousin of the future President
Zachary Taylor. Also, through his
maternal grandmother, Nelly Conway, he was a first-cousin - twice removed of President George
Washington. Another cousin, also
named James Madison, became
president of William and Mary
College and the first Episcopal
Bishop of Virginia. Coincidentally, that James grew up in Rockingham County, whose county seat
of Harrisonburg is the site ofJames
Madison University.

James and Dolley Madison
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•STAY IN TOUCH•

1973

To submit a class note for publication in Montpelier, please refer to the class note submission
form and instructions on Page 79.

Elizabeth Herbst Mullins is a client services
administrator at Kettering Financial.

Mary Beverley Kotek completed the elementary
school counseling program at George Mason
University and is a school counselor for Culpeper
County schools. She lives in Fauquier County
with Joe and their children, Coreyanne, 9, and
Matthias, 3.

Stephen J. Riviere is a lieutenant colonel in the
U.S. Army and commander of the 208th Finance
Battalion in Mannheim, Germany. He also led
his battalion's Task Force in peacekeeping operations in Kosovo.

1952

Martha Ann Cooper Lindsey earned a master's
from Prescott College in August. She is a high
school librarian on the Navajo Reservation in
Teec Nos Pos, Ariz.

19 75
Byron Matson is a senior internal auditor for the
University of California-Davis.

19 7B
Charlotte Korn Roberts visited with classmates
in Deltaville last summer to reminisce on their
Madison days. Attending the mini-reunion for
the Class of 1952 were Fran Mosley Purdum,
Corraine Warren Strickler, Bev Brooks Dawson, Marian Marshall Lodge, Betty Ruth Luck
Lambert, Charlotte Korn Roberts, Rosalyn
Scarborough Hauser, Julia Carter Eubank and
Carolyn Copley Wake. Also attending were
Sarah Thompson Geeson {'54) and Margy Galloway Ford {'54).
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19 B8
Mary Barbara Hickman Rhodes retired from
the Baltimore County Board of Education after
teaching elementary vocal music for 31 years.
She currently works part time with a second
grade reading group.
Lydia Hluszczyk Singura earned a supervisor's
certification in October and teaches food and
nutrition and parenting courses.

David E. Lees was named a partner at Ernst &
Young and leads the personal financial counsel·
ing practice in Philadelphia.

1977

Jeffrey Scales is a seventh grade civics teacher at
Cumberland Middle School and athletics director for the school system. He was named the
1999-2000 Teacher of the Year at Cumberland
Elementary School. He and his family live in
Cartersville.

Gretchen Heinze Moyer creates fine art press
books through Red Howler Press. She exhibited
her work in "Art of the State 2000" at the Pennsylvania State Museum in Harrisburg and also
received an award in the Maryland Pastel Society's 2000 juried competition.
Marcia Sullivan and daughter Ashleigh spent
three weeks in Russia last summer while adopting 6-month-old Scarlett Michelle.

1978
Christine Walsh Donohue is the regional marketing coordinator for Old Dominion University's information technology program in Northern Virginia and Washington, D.C. She and Joe
live in Centreville with children, Sean, 18, Cory,
16, and Brian, 13.

1979

I

Don Earman opened a CTX Mortgage office in
Harrisonburg.
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19B9
Rebecca Bowers is dean of the College of Education and Professional Studies at Central Washington University in Ellensburg, Wash.

1970
Shirley Cadmus retired from Danville Public
Schools after teaching art for 30 years. She now
teaches part time at Danville Community College.
Karen Virginia McAleer was twice named to
Who's Who Among America's Teachers. She retired
after 30 years of teaching second and fifth
graders at Mechanicsville Elementary School in
Hanover County.

1971
Jean A. Gaudet spent two weeks in China conferring with other educators under the auspices
of People-to-People International.
Karen Stultz Whetzel is the Region B representative to the Virginia High School League Executive
Committee and a member of the board of directors of the Shenandoah Memorial Hospital. She
is principal at Stonewall Jackson High School
in Quicksburg.

19 84
Bill Dyer is assistant sports information director
at Virginia Tech.

Robert Spotts is principal of Three Chopt Elementary School. This year, he celebrates 24 years
in education.
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1983
Frank Cancino is physical education depart.
ment head at Carter Woodson Middle School.
He and Paula live in Hope with their sons,
Gaten, 5, and Harrison, 2.

Steven "Chuck" Marks owns Hometown Music
in Harrisonburg.

1980
Bill Downey is the chief executive officer of
Regional Medical Center Bayonet Point.
Kevin Rack opened the law firm of Midgett &
Rack and practices in trust and estate administration and taxation. He was named as one of
Virginia's legal elite by Virginia Business magazine. Kevin and Michelle live in Virginia Beach
with daughters Peyton, 7, and Emily, 1.
Susan West Taylor is an administrative assistant in
the president's office at the University of Richmond.

1981
Paula Brentlinger Nystrom and family were transferred to South Weymouth, Mass., where her husband, Scott, is stationed with the Coast Guard. She
is a stay-at-home mom to Chris, 9, and Heather, 5.

1982
Cynthia Emerson Fravel and Ron live in Luray,
where she is assistant cashier at Page Valley Bank.

Becky Francis Springer is artists-in-the-schools
coordinator for the Green Hill Center of North
Carolina Art. She and Rob live in Greensboro,
N .C., with their daughter, Maggie.

1985
Katie Carter Lemon is a stay-at-home mom to
Sarah Helen. She and Doug live in Bremerton,
Wash., where he is stationed at Puget Sound
Naval Shipyard.
Mike Mannarino is director of channel programming for Sony Pictures Digital Entertainment.

198B
Jenny Paul Carrington is a marketing consultant
for Glaxo Wellcome. She and Jamie live in Wake
Forest, N.C., with their daughter, Peyton.
Mary Jo Sulik Gallahan is a media specialist at
Riffenburgh Elementary in Fort Collins, Colo.

Marcie Harris is an administrative services manager with Wharton, Aldhizer, Weaver in Harrisonburg.
Seth Kerekes is director of project management
for FreeDecision Inc. in New York City. Beth Krebs
Kerekes is a homemaker. They live in Shrewsbury, N.J., with children Emily, 5, and Liam, 3.

1987
Robin Alderman Crimmins is project manager
of information technology for Ukrop's Super
Markets Inc. in Richmond.
Electra Liatos is a self-employed massage therapist. Jim Eicher ('91) is a planning technician for
Henrico County. They live in Richmond.
Jennifer Chapple McKeough is a wine buyer for
HEB Grocery in San Antonio, Texas. She and
Scott live in New Braunfels, Texas, with their
twins, Megan and Madison.
Mary Swartwood Sullivan is assistant controller
for Rolls-Royce North America Inc. in Reston.

1988
Kelly Roberson Dunigan earned a master's in
library and information science from Catholic
University. She is a stay-at-home-mom to Katy,
6, Paige, 4, and Jack, 2.
Kimberly Crawford Farrell was inducted into
the Episcopal Academy's Alumni Athletic Hall of
Fame in November.
Laura Kuykendall is a marketing manager for
Snyder's of Hanover.
Lisa Lynn Ritchie McLain is an analytical
chemist at Taylor Technology Inc. She and James
live in Lakewood, N.J.
Michael Tisch is a stormwater utility maintenance engineer for Charlotte County, S.C., Public Works.

1989
Jeannie Bunch Gay is a stay-at-home mom to
Chloe, 7, Matthew, 4, and Dylan, 2. Dax ('91) is
senior corporate accounts manager for Nextel
Communications in Reston. They live in Ashburn.
Colleen Siobhan Burns Kesselring is a major in
the U.S. Army. She and Randall are stationed at
Fort Hood, Texas.
Lisa Vesovich Martin earned a Maryland real
estate license and works for Long and Foster
Realty in Columbia, Md.
Christopher Purcell is a software engineer at
TRW in Fair Lakes.

1990
Molly Craig is an attorney in Northern Virginia.
Ted {'88) is a sales executive for Microsoft Corp.
Chad Cullum is a Web strategist for BellSouth
Telecommunications in Birmingham, Ala.
Lisa Rice Fulton lives in Cincinnati, Ohio, with
Kevin and their daughter, Skylar Brynn, 4 months.
Nicholas Galt is manager of decision support
services for Universal Health Services in King of
Prussia, Pa. He and Barbara live in Harleysville,
Pa., with their son, Alexander.

Karna Gustafson is an equity partner with
Landye Bennett Blumstein in Portland, Ore.
Brad L. Robertson is a police officer in Danville.
He and Richie live in Blairs.
James Zacharias is a certified medical practice
executive and the practice administrator for Cardiovascular Group in Lawrenceville, Ga.

19 91
Scott Ford is an attorney with Mccandlish Kaine
in Richmond.
Gregory Frongello earned his master's from
Marymount University. He is executive vice president of the Center for Business Development
and Corporate Alliances for the National Association of Children's Hospitals and Related Institutions. He and Carolyn ('89) live in Alexandria
with their daughter, Madison, 2.
Kerry Nadwodny Heck is a health and physical
education teacher at Woodbury, N.]., High
School and the assistant field hockey coach at St.
Joseph's University in Philadelphia. She and Roy
live in Mt. Laurel, N.J., with sons, Jordan Roy, 2,
and Andrew Robert, 1.
Andrea Samsky is a physical education teacher
at Mallory & Armstrong Elementary in Hampton and coaches varsity softball at Hampton
High School.

1992
Richard Anderl is a senior financial analyst with
Capitol One Financial Services. He and Nicole
live in Richmond.
Whit Babcock is assistant athletics director at
Auburn University.
Leslie Dobrenski teaches music at the Seattle
Academy of Arts and Sciences. She also teaches
private piano and voice lessons and last year sang
with the Seattle Symphony Chorale.
Tracy Serum Lambeth is creative manager for
Vanguard Group and relocated with Brian to
Scottsdale, Ariz.
Marni Penning Minadakis plays the role of
Andrea in Past is Prologue by Jonathan Betzler
and Joe Mihalchick in New York City.
Susan Phillips is a production artist and specializes in advertising and Web site design at Oller
Studios in Williamsburg.
Holland Saltsman is director of apartment
housing at Webster University. She and John and
son, Cullen, live in St. Louis, Mo.
Kerri Shea-Beers is a technical and free-lance
writer in Los Angeles. Husband Chris is a musician.

19 93
Laura Brown earned a law degree from Santa
Clara University School of Law last May. She
currently attends language school at the Maryknoll Institute in Cochabamba, Bolivia.
Jennifer Peterson Cording is a reporter for the
Chincoteague Beacon and the FAstern Shore News.
Tom Fife is director of administrative services
for the Valley Community Services Board in
Harrisonburg.

BEHIDD THE BED[H
When Dennis L. Hupp
('73) began practicing law
in 1977, he never imagined that 15 years later he
would be the one behind
the bench. "It was a surprise;' he says. "Things just fell into place."
After graduating from Madison College with a bachelor's in political science
and a minor in economics, Hupp continued his studies at the Cumberland School
of Law at Samford University in Birmingham, Ala. He received his law degree
and returned to the Shenandoah Valley
to begin general practice with the law firm
of Perry W. Sarver, with whom he formed
a partnership in 1981. Two years later,
Hupp began solo practice when his partner
was appointed as a Circuit Court Judge.
In 1992, Hupp received the same honor
from the Virginia General Assembly, when
it appointed him a judge in the 26th
Judicial Circuit of Virginia. "I feel like
I've found my niche," says Hupp. "I like
what I do."
The Circuit Court is the trial court of
general jurisdiction in Virginia with the
authority to try a full range of both civil
and criminal cases. The commonwealth's
Circuit Court system is composed of 31
judicial circuits with 122 separate courts
in the various counties and cities in the
state. The 26th Circuit is composed of the
cities of Harrisonburg and Winchester
and the counties of Rockingham, Shenandoah, Page, Warren, Clarke and Frederick.
Hupp is one of five judges in the Circuit
and primarily sits in Shenandoah and
Warren County handling criminal and
civil cases. During a typical day on the
bench, Hupp decides a variety of cases.
"It can range from a speeding ticket case,"
he says, "to deciding whether or not to
impose the death penalty."
The responsibility of making such
important decisions can be difficult. "Every
time I make a decision, someone is affected
by it," he says. "Most decisions have a significant impact on someone's life, and
that is a very sobering thought."
Yet Hupp has determined how to
deal with the difficulty. "You learn to make
a decision and move on," he says. "Because
of the amount of cases, you simply can't
get bogged down on any one case. There
will always be another case to decide the
next day. The most important thing is to
be fair. I pray every morning for God's
guidance, for wisdom, and that justice be
done in my courtroom."
Hupp lives in Strasburg with his wife,
Donna, and children David and Miley.
-Kara Carpenter ('OO)
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All RISE ... HIS HDnDR
PAUL TU[HER PRESIDlnli
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"It has reminded me
that we are a world of people not machines, numbers or stock markets;' says
Paul Tucker ('80), about
his position as a juvenile
and domestic relations judge in the 25th
Judicial District of Virginia.
After earning his bachelor's in history
and political science, Tucker worked as a
convenience store clerk for a year before
heading to Wake Forest University School
of Law. He earned his Jaw degree in May
1984, passed the bar, and began private
practice in general law with Natkin, Heslep and Natkin in Lexington. From 1986
to early 1989, he was an associate with
Ladenhiem and Campbell. He had a solo
practice in 1989 before forming the partnership Trumbo and Tucker in Fincastle.
In July 1999, Tucker had the honor of
being appointed a Juvenile and Domestic
Relations Court Judge in the 25th Judicial
District by the Virginia General Assembly.
"Due to the uncertain nature of the selection process there is always an element of
surprise," he says. "You hope and prepare
for the best, but must be capable of dealing
with the real prospects of not making it."
The 25th Judicial District covers the
cities of Clifton Forge, Staunton and Lexington and Rockbridge County. Although
he's generally in court from 9 a.m. to the
early afternoon, his days are never the
same. Tucker hears all cases involving
minors, such as criminal and traffic matters, in addition to other family matters,
such as custody, support, visitation, child
abuse or neglect and criminal cases where
the defendant and alleged victim are family or household members. Tucker also
hears juvenile delinquency cases, cases
involving minors who are accused of committing offenses that would be criminal if
committed by an adult, and status offenses,
which are acts that are only unlawful
because they are committed by a minor.
"My duty as a judge is to 'call 'em like
you see 'em,' or philosophically speaking,
make common sense decisions based on
the law and evidence," says Tucker.
With such serious issues being involved,
Tucker's decisions can have a significant
impact on a family. "It's a sobering job,"
he says. "Nothing is more important to a
person than his or her child, and I directly
affect that relationship. But, I love my
position; it's a wonderful opportunity to
perform a tremendous social good."
Tucker lives in Fincastle and has three
children, Brandon, Andrew and Jill.
-Kara Carpenter ('OO)

Dana Freeman earned a master's of science from
Georgetown University and is certified as a family
nurse practitioner. She works in the department
of neurology at the Children's National Medical
Center in Washington, D.C.

Cara M. Maloney is a special education teacher
and coaches the Special Olympics team at
Oxford Hills Comprehensive High School in
Maine. She also works in the school's athletic
training department.

Stephanie Wagoner Gatewood is an office manager at Long & Foster Realtors in Woodbridge.

with LifeNet.

Kathryn Meredith Holt Kurtz is a special education teacher in Zebulon, N.C.

Cassandra Denise Murphy is a technical specialist with Ernst & Young.

Dawn Pendleton LaRoque is the clinical coordinator of the Gloucester-Mathews Free Clinic.

Jonathan Rhudy is a senior associate at Carter
Ryley Thomas Public Relations & Marketing

Anneliese Hancock Lohmeyer and Rob ('92)

live in Ashburn with their children, Jordan
Nicole, 4, and Tyler William, 3.
Anne Marie Scheuerle is a first officer with

American Eagle Airlines. She flies the Embraer
Regional Jet based in Chicago and lives in Dallas.
Millie Perrine Wehner earned a master's in art

history from George Washington University in
May and is curator for the Virginia Eastern
Shore Historical Society. Jon and Millie own a
commercial vineyard on the Eastern Shore.

1994

David Marshman is a transplant coordinator

Counsel in Richmond.
Tara B. See is a Joan processor with CTX Mort-

gage Co. in Harrisonburg. She purchased a new
home in June.

19 9G
Daniel R. Detamore-Hunsberger is a controller

with Shenandoah Telephone Co.
Cynthia Goshorn was named Virginia's School

Psychologist of the Year.
Kristine Hinck is a senior account executive at
Duffy & Shanley in Providence, R.I.
F. Joe Kaminski was promoted to senior partner

Cary Ashby is the minister for youth and cam-

at Phibbs, Burkholder, Geisert and Huffman.

pus at First Presbyterian Church in Richmond,
Ky. He also serves as the Presbyterian campus
minister at Eastern Kentucky University.

Christine Cossu McNeal and Robert work in the
film and television industry in New York City.

Wesley Dodd is the director of account services

atHCD.
Jennifer A. Duffell-Hoffman is a stay-at-home
mom to Michael and Matthew. Robert ('96) is

director of food and nutrition services at Onslow
Memorial Hospital in Jacksonville, N.C.
Mara Twohey Karry earned a master's in educa-

tion from the University of Virginia in May
2000. She, Alec and their two daughters live in
Fairfax. Mara has taken time off from teaching to
raise her children.

James B. Pratte is music department coordina-

tor and band instructor at the new Benton Middle School in Woodbridge. He also operates a
private instruction studio for oboe, clarinet and
saxophone students. He lives in Alexandria.
Max Surikov is a senior financial applications

consultant at Oracle Corp. in Reston.

1997
Clarissa Albo earned a master's in physical therapy

Tia Mason is a regional communications direc-

from the Medical College of Virginia and passed
the Maryland State Boards. She is an inpatient
physical therapist at Johns Hopkins Hospital.

tor for the American Cancer Society in Washington, D.C.

Matthew Freakley is assistant food and beverage
director for Holiday Inn 1776 in Williamsburg.

Erin Schumacher earned a master's from the
College of William and Mary in May 2000. She is
working with a Ukrainian investment company
through the MBA Enterprise Corps.

Brian Gaynor graduated from Seton Hall University of Law and was admitted to the New York
and New Jersey Bars. He works for Flood,
Donoahue, Johnston & McShane in New York City.

Julie Monrad Tombari is public relations specialist

Jason Heiserman is assistant director of student
activities at Towson University in Baltimore, Md.

for the Denver Metro Chamber of Commerce.

1995
Robin Ehrhardt Barnhill is a planning consultant in the corporate planning department of
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of North Carolina.
Anne Bonney Feeley is a bird-of-prey trainer at

the Arizona Sonora Desert Museum in Tucson.
Kirsten Haack is strategic development director

for Glamour magazine. She was awarded the
Meteor Award for excellence in marketing.
Dan Jasper is marketing manager with New York

Times Digital.
Jocelyn Lavorgna is a manager at Capital One

Financial Corp. in Richmond.

Michael Hoak earned a master's from the College of William and Mary. He is a policy analyst
for the Legislative Strategies Group in Washington, D.C. While writing his dissertation, Michael
is serving as an on-air consultant to the History
Channel.
Melanie Hooyenga is a graphic designer for J.

Halcomb Advertising in Chicago.
Kelly Ozolek Kiebler and Craig are lieutenants

in the U.S. Army and stationed in Schweinfurt,
Germany.

a

Kimberly Linberger is senior software developer for American Management Systems in Fairfax and a member of the Washington Redskin's
cheerleading squad.

Christina Maycen is a bankruptcy associate for
Morris, James Hitchens and Williams in Wilmington, Del.
Crystal S. McClintock is director of community

University. She is a reference librarian for Chesapeake Public Library.
Annelise Trubelhorn is a middle school science

Barton, 4/28/00.

teacher in Tampa, Fla.

Molly Ball ('93) to David Park, 10/7/00.

relations and volunteers at Lucy Corr Village in
Chesterfield.

2000

Molly Pilla and her sister, Megan ('OO), ran in

Matthew Craig works with Young Life Ministries

the 25th anniversary Marine Corps Marathon.
Both sisters finished the race in less than four
hours and within five minutes of each other.

in Virginia Beach.

Elaina Scyphers is box officer manager at the

Mill Mountain Theatre in Roanoke.
Jody Lynn Stell works in Marriott Intema-

tional's internal audit department, which allows
her to travel extensively all over the world. She
lives in Northern Virginia.
Jacqui Elliott-Wonderley is the dean of admis-

sions and financial aid at Mary Baldwin College.

Allison Kinney is wellness coordinator at Rock-

ingham Memorial Hospital.
David Loughran teaches freshman English and

debate at Harrisonburg High School.
Katherine Barrow Neddenriep is a human

resources specialist at Barrick Goldstrike Mines
Inc. in Elko, Nev.
Virginia "Jennie" Almond Ross is strategic marketing assistant for EMI-Christian Music Group
in Brentwood, Tenn.

1998

WEDDINGS

Margery A. Koeckert Bonafede earned a mas-

ter's in chemistry from Michigan Institute of
Technology. She teaches physics and chemistry at
Lexington Christian Academy in Lexington,
Mass. She and Joseph live in Cambridge, Mass.

19 70 s
Jo Schumacher {'76) to Richard M. Peterson,
9/30/00.

Nickolas Kozel was promoted to senior partner
at Phibbs, Burkholder, Geiser! and Huffman.
Erin McManamon is producer of the Washing-

ton, D.C., bureau of Hearst-Argyle Television.
She covered the presidential election in Florida
and the Republican National Convention in
Philadelphia for Hearst's 24 television stations.
Jason Redding Miyares was Gov. George Allen's

personal aid during his successful campaign for
the U.S. Senate.
Kelly O'Connor Opipari is a science teacher for
emotionally and learning-disabled eighth-grade
students in Fairfax County.

Erin Seekamp earned a master's in forestry from
Virginia Tech.
Linda Carol Burnette Stancill is an independent

ballroom dance instructor in Christiansburg.

1999
Amanda Bradley Gift is a financial adviser with

American Express in Virginia Beach.

1980s
Cynthia Emerson ('82) to Ron Fravel, 9/30/00.
Bayard K. Sweeney ('82) to Anne S. Potts,

11/27/99.
LeAnn Drumheller {'84) to Graham Geoffrey

Bernstein, 11/3/00.
Jennifer Faigle ('84) to Duane Lee Musser, 5/20/00.
Theresa "Terri" White {'87) to Phillip Rease
Robinson, 10/ 1/00.
Lisa Lynn Ritchie ('88) to James Lundy McLain,
11/8/00.
Kristen Bennett Wheeler {'88) to Michael
Christopher Pfalzgraf, 9/9/00.
Colleen Siobhan Burns {'89) to Randall Kesselring, 12/29/99.
Evelyn Ruth Kirchoff {'89) to Steven Louis
Hardwick ('88), 10/14/00.
Michael Norwood ('89) to Laura Stockwell,
9/23/00.
Elizabeth Renee Rackley {'89) to Kevin Stuart
Williams, 10/21/00.

Carol Davis Glaubitz works for Qwest Commu-

nications in Denver.
Jennie Lanigan works in human resources at the
Garden City Hotel. She and John live in East
lslip,N.Y.
Lindsay Mannell earned a master's in library sci-

ence and information studies from Florida State

Ryan Nichols ('92) to Anna Wallen, 8/9/00.
Suzanne Clayton Tate {'92) to Michael Allan

1990s
Beth Shio-Ching Du {'90) to Steven Brent

Novey, 10/14/00.
Brad L. Robertson {'90) to Richie Jones, 7/1/00.
Joelle Elizabeth Roman ('90) to Alan Kivi, 10/7/00.
Stephen Rountree ('90) to Betsy Nelson, 10/28/00.
Melinda Norfleet ('91) to Joseph Brown Jr.,

6/3/00.
Tara Ann Elizabeth Rose ('91) to Leo Francis

Willis, 10/21/00.
Jerry Thomas Verkler Jr. ('91) to Heidi Ann

Bushway, 9/22/00.

Wllat's a py gdl de7 After serving 1111 terms as

Elizabeth Zacharias ('91) to Timothy Joseph

llllilalt (1889-1117).Juias Madison was turned
.... fir a 11111 m 1h Uaited s....._

Thompson, 10/28/00.
Richard Anderl ('92) to Nicole Platt, 9/23/00 .
Terri Meeker ('92) to Jed Springer {'96), 9/16/00.

[HILD OF POUTIIS
"When I was a teenager my friends went to
piano lessons or ballet lessons, I went to political
meetings with my dad;'
remembers Renny Bush
Humphrey {'84), a member of the Chesterfield Board of Supervisors and former
member of the JMU Board of Visitors. In
1998 Humphrey became the first woman
elected to chair the Chesterfield County
board. "I was a child of politics."
Humphrey's passion for politics has
followed her ever since. After working on
a political campaign every summer of her
adult life, in 1995, Humphrey was elected
supervisor of the Matoaca District, receiving more votes than all three opponents
collectively. Four years later, she was reelected in a landslide victory with more
than 72 percent of the vote. She raised
more money and endorsements than any
of her opponents.
"My work benefits others because I am
passionate about my home and Chesterfield County;' she says. "I have lived here all
my life. I know the people, the roads, and
I love people. You must be a people person for public service. It is not a skill you
can learn, you either are a people person
or you are not. I even enjoy getting potholes filled. I wake up every morning looking for something to accomplish."
During Humphrey's tenure as board
chair, Chesterfield County was named one
of 15 counties in the nation (and one of
two in Virginia) to receive three AAA bond
ratings, and the county also received a
U.S. Senate Productivity Award.
'"All government is local,' the late Tip
O'Neill said of his tenure in government,'' quotes Humphrey. "This is true.
People depend on me for all kinds of
services ... to get their children educated,
to have a policeman or fireman in front
of their home, to maintain their local roads
and to have trash picked up. Local governments will continue to grow and be
the first line of service to taxpayers. As
the federal government continues to downsize and pass on responsibilities to state
governments they in tum pass on basic
services to local governments. Residents
require some level of government to meet
their daily needs and I make decisions
that sit at the dinner table with people."
Humphrey, a public health graduate,
is a laboratory specialist at the Medical College of Virginia Hospitals, Department
of Pharmacology.
-Kara Carpenter ('OO)
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Michelle Jennings
('97) has James Madison
to thank for the role she
played at the Republican
National Convention in
Philadelphia last summer.
Madison, along with Thomas Jefferson,
initiated the two-party system when they
created the Democratic-Republican party
to oppose George Washington and Alexander Hamilton's Federalist position.
"There was an electricity in the city
during the week," says Jennings describing the atmosphere of last summer's
Republican National Convention in the
City of Brotherly Love. Jennings, who
works for the Philadelphia Convention
and Visitors Bureau, helped organize 55
state delegate parties for the convention
kick-off. She was responsible for recruiting 55 volunteers to staff each delegate
party and says, "everyone chipped in to
make sure it went off without a hitch."
Jennings was on the floor all five days
of the convention. She remembers watching the political conventions on television as a child and says she was excited to
be "a witness to history," especially con sidering how unprecedented the electoral contest later turned out to be. Jennings listened to speeches by Republican
leaders, including Gen. Colin Powell and
future President George W. Bush, and
rubbed shoulders with national media
notables like ABC's Sam Donaldson and
CBS's Dan Rather.
The convention was a time for delegates to renew party energy and to get to
know members of the media, but for
Jennings the week was about selling the
city of Philadelphia to 45,000 convention
attendees. That is essentially what Jennings does, "sell the city of Philadelphia
as a product." One of the perks of her
position is the variety of people she meets
on any given day. "You never know whom
you're going to talk to;' she says. "I've made
contacts all over the world."
Jennings, originally from Midlothian,
earned her bachelor's degree in history
with a minor in Italian. She accepted a
postgraduate internship with the PCVB
in the summer of 1997. She worked briefly
at Disney World in Florida and completed Disney's hospitality managem ent
classes before interviewing for and winning her current position at the PCVB.
She credits a semester abroad in Florence
with making her feel more comfortable
in her job. "JMU was a one-in-a-million
experience . . . [it] prepares you for the
real world." Jennings lives in Ardmore, Pa.,
and is completing her M.B.A. at Temple
University with a concentration in tourism
and hospitality.
- Steven Glass ('O 1)

Laura M. Hilbert ('93) to Vincent J. Ponikvar,
9/30/00.
Kathryn "Meredith" Holt ('93) to Rick Kurtz,
7/1/00.
Kara Johnson ('93) to Dennis N. Harris Jr.,
7/22/00.
Jennifer Rose Peterson ('93) to Mark Cording,
1/21/00.
Millie Perrine ('93) to Jon Wehner, 9/11/99.
Garnett Edward Stover III ('93) to Andrea
Chisholm, 9/16/00.
Mindy Aitken ('94) to Stefan Green ('95),
10/14/00.
Willard Lewis Blevins Jr. ('94) to Tracy Ann
Woods, 10/7/00.
Susan Brinkworth ('94) to Brett Motiff, 9/23/00.
Jennifer Caplan ('94) to Marc Feinstein, 11/4/00.
Carmen Conrey ('94) to Dave Roberts, 9/2/00.
Laura Doyle ('94) to Chris Sibley, 10/ 28/00.
Katherine Harriet Greene ('94) to Richard
Brian Neefe, 6/4/00.
Joe Nardone ('94) to Brenda McCormally, 10/8/00.
Heather Oldham ('94) to Paul Innella ('95),
9/30/00.
Tracey Rice ('94) to Philip A. Long, 9/23/00.
Christine Hall ('95) to William J. Adams, 9/30/00.
Leslie Hawksworth ('95) to Brad Elliott, 11/4/00.
Dan Jasper ('95) to Linda Bernstein, 5/7/00.
Heidi Knapp ('95) to Steven Burnette ('94) ,
6/10/00.

Quoc Le ('95) to Katie Goodman ('96), 12/3/00.
David Marshman ('95) to Mary Bennett, 10/7/00.
Jamie Pegher ('95) to Paul Jameson, 7/1 4/00.
Bridges Nichole Radick ('95) to Ernest Jay
Spiva, 6/10/00.
Shannon T. Skurdal ('95) to Wynter Benda,
7/29/00.
Allison Renea Smith ('95) to John Barry Purcell
III ('96), 9/ 16/00.
Sonya Sterbenz ('95) to Brendan Barsness,
9/30/00.
Melinda S. Warner ('95) to David B. Kramer,
5/28/00.
Erick Christopher Wenk ('95) to Elizabeth Anne
Landers, 9/16/00.
Leanne Cannon ('96) to David Anthony Besachio, 9/9/00.
Christine Cossu ('96) to Robert McNeal, 10/21/00.
Christa Davis ('96) to Jeff Kuhl, 10/21/00.
Theresa Feleo Dino ('96) to John Louis Golinvaux ('95), 10/7/00.
Michael C. Duszak ('96) to Ana C. Cox, 10/21/00.
Karen L. Eng ('96) to Michael S. Painter, 5/20/00.
Jennifer Lynn Foltz ('96) to Colin Danford
Bond, 8/12/00.
Yolanda Gray ('96) to Samuel L. White ('92),
11/11/00.
Jenna Larrabee ('96) to Lou Paglia, 10/14/00.
Janet Perrie ('96) to Duncan Pickett, 12/2/00.
Mark Voorheis ('96) to Erin Bergin, 9/ 2/00.
Jennifer Kristen Woods ('96) to Kenneth
William Harris ('89), 8/19/00.

John "Zip" Zippe ('96) to Kerri Reinbold,
10/ 14/00.
Andrea Claire Condo ('97) to Christopher
James Kendall, 10/14/00.
Jennifer Lyn Cuesta ('97) to John Kemper Putney ('92), 6/3/00.
Matthew Freakley ('97) to Michele Nadeau,
4/15/00.
Meredith Louise Gee ('97) to Craig Michael
Hartsock, 9/23/00.
Jennifer Harper ('97) to Matthew Thornett,
12/29/99.
Michael Hoak ('97) to Allison Curran, 7/30/00.
Sabelle D. La Croix ('97) to Christopher P.
Mang ('96), 7/29/00.
Christian Marie LeGrand ('97) to James Harrison Riggs, 9/30/00.
Ngoc-Han "Mary Jo" Kim Nguyen ('97) to
James Edward Marlow, 9/2/00.
Kelly Ozolek ('97) to Craig Alan Kiebler, 3/4/00.
Shannon Rossiter ('97) to Greg Berry ('94),
10/28/00.
Michelle Shannon ('97) to Jason Brewer ('98),
7/8/00.
Kristen Sialiano ('97) to Drew Sleicher, 6/1 7/00.
Rob Taylor ('97) to Jennifer Griffith, 10/7/00.
Robin Howland Apter ('98) to Joshua Allyn
Gemerek, 9/9/00.
Linda Carol Burnette ('98) to Nathan "Dail"
Stancill, 11/4/00.
Scott Helwig ('98) to Amanda C. Kimball ('99),
10/21/00.
Margery Koeckert ('98) to Joseph A. Bonafede,
7/1/00.
Kelly O'Connor ('98) to Benjamin Opipari, 8/5/00.
Nicole Alice Ogranovitch ('98) to Michael
Patrick Harrison, 7/8/00.
Amy Tristine Reed ('98) to Robert Harrison
Barton ('96), 5/20/00.
Mira Signer ('98) to Jay Meyer, 6/24/00.
Holly A. Snell ('98) to Steven E. Staugaitis ('97),
9/30/00.
Susan Michele Wtlkins ('98) to Jeffrey Linn
Emrich, 6/3/00.
Amanda Bradley ('99) to Kyle Gift, 6/24/00.
Joshua C. Derby ('99) to Christine Boughan,
6/24/00.
Jennifer Lynn Dudley ('99) to Glen David Allen,
7/8/00.
Elizabeth "Beth" Graf ('99) to Marc George
DeAngelo, 7/15/00.
Jennie Lanigan ('99) to John Reilly, 9/23/00.
Briana Leigh Montgomery ('99) to Jason
Anthony Hedden ('OO), 7/1/00.
Kelley Christine Neubert ('99) to Christopher
Daniel Harris, 9/2/00.
Bethany Anne Onder ('99) to Jason Forrest
Kennedy ('98), 4/29/00.
Kelly Riley ('99) to M. Scott Kirkwood ('97),
8/5/00.
Laura Scyphers ('99) to Thomas W. Pendleton
('98), 7/8/00.

2000s
Virginia "Jennie" Almond ('OO) to Mark S. Ross
('98), 6/10/00.
Katherine Susanne Barrow ('OO) to Kurt
Michael Neddenriep, 6/17/00.
Michael Layne Brizendine {'00) to Lucy Alexandra Draper, 8/ 15/99.
Heather Marie Eshelman {'00) to Christopher
Everett Loughry ('98), 8/6/00.
Kellie Ann Kirstein {'00) to Jeremy Scott Grogg,
11/4/00.
Marisa Joyce Minge {'00) to Matthew F. Craig,
8/19/00.
Cassie Suzanne Ritter ('OO) to Benjamin Trent
Craze {'99), 8/12/00.

FUTURE DUKES
197 0s
Deborah Banick Chidester {'79) and Barry, a
daughter, Anna Catherine, 7/27 /00.

1980s
Larry E. Harris ('81) and Leila, a son, Tyler
Ramzi, 12/12/99.
Donna Kyger Gaiser ('82) and Jim, a daughter,
Sara Kathryn, 7/20/00.
Lucinda Hodnett Heiston {'82) and Lawrence, a
daughter, Haley Olivia, 10/22/99.
Bayard K. Sweeney {'82) and Anne, a son, Bryan
Allen, 10/4/00.
Scott Hinson {'84) and Angela, a daughter,
Heather Grace, 7/12/00.
Merry Semerling Jochum {'84) and Jim, a son,
Parker Nelson, 3/26/00.
Dan Lynch {'84) and Alice, a daughter, Caroline,
11/6/00.
Barbara J. Hoffman Lynn {'84) and James, a son,
Benjamin James, 10/30/00.
Jeffrey Scales {'84) and Olinga, a daughter, Caylor
Mareva, 6/12/00.
Becky Francis Springer ('84) and Rob, a daughter,
Margaret "Maggie" Grace, 11/13/00.
Rex Hayes {'86) and Kate, a son, Rex Stephen,
9/28/99.
Sandra Jennings Huddleston ('86) and David, a
son, Maxwell Jennings, 6/21/00.
Lisa Hensell Rutherford {'86) and Larry, a son,
Landon David, 12/13/00.
Susan Craig Wallace {'86) and George, twins,
Brooke Elizabeth and Connor Robert, 10/7/00.
Laura LaRose Brazier {'87) and Paul, a daughter,
Elizabeth Layne, 8/7/00.
Christine Stiefel Edwards {'87) and Donald, a
son, Aidan Francis, 9/22/00.

Kathleen Fields Hunderup {'87) and Pete, a son,
Matthew Reinhardt, 10/4/00.

Tracy Kathleen Noffsinger Conder {'91 ) and
Kevin, a daughter, Leah Kathleen, 8/29/00.

Debbie Merritt Mcfarlane {'87) and Neil, a son,
Dylan Wade, 10/19/00.
Camille Geoghegan Olson {'87) and Ray {'86), a
daughter, Julia Marie, 10/30/00.

Mara Hayes Hallett ('91) and Stuart, a son,
Thomas Anthony, 12/1 6/00.
Laura Manifold Hudak {'91) and Michael, a
daughter, Sophia "Sophie" Moye, 12/26/00.
Kristen Pinckard Pastino {'91) and Philip, a
daughter, Kaitlyn Noelle, 10/23/00.
Rick {'91) and Donna Cohen Rios, a son,
Alexander Ariel, 8/ 18/00.
Whit Babcock {'92) and Kelly, a son, Andrew
Whitney, 10/10/00.
Lori Leren Beaver ('92) and Mark, a son,
Benjamin Sheldon, 5/21/00.
Matt Edmunds {'92) and Hunter, a daughter,
Jordan Grace, 9/25/00.
Janette Keane Lewis {'92) and Jim, twin sons,
John Howard and Nicholas Marion, 10/2/00.
Tracy Rothschild Lynch {'92) and Michael, a
daughter, Kylie Berton, 8/19/99.
Heather Grimes Matthews {'92) and Kirk, a son,
Konnor Day, 9/23/00.
Kimberley Clayton Robinson {'92) and Charles,
a daughter, Makenna Noelle, 4/30/00.

Carey Lindquist Parisi {'87) and Richard, a son,
Matthew Carey, 5/5/00.
Beth Rogers Partin {'87) and Bob, a daughter,
Sydney Elizabeth, 7/15/00.
Chrys Peterson {'87) and Tom, a daughter, Riley,
7/8/00.
Mark Pratt ('87) and Marielena, a daughter,
Kristina Magali, 8/6/00.
Mary Swartwood Sullivan {'87) and Bill, a
daughter, Caroline Elizabeth, 8/14/00.
Selena Harlow Truban {'87) and Bill, a daughter, Catherine Elizabeth, 10/5/00.
Mary Correll Turner {'87) and Greg, a son,
Jonathan Correll, 10/25/00.
Michelle Nicks Rivera {'88) and Daniel, a
daughter, Milan Noelle, 7/27/00.
Brian Donahue ('89) and Amy, a daughter, Katerina Elizabeth, 11 /21/00.
Sheri Blessing Haas {'89) and Matthew, a son,
Mark Adam, 8/3/00.
David A. Harvey {'89) and Bonnie, a son, Carter
Joseph, 9/20/00.
Jim Katzman ('89) and Marcy, a son, Noah Gregory,
12/3/00.
Michael O'Brien {'89) and Lynn, a daughter,
Grady Christensen, I 0/24/00.
Amy Matthews Pepe {'89) and Leonard, a
daughter, Julia Ann, 5/21/00.
Christopher Purcell {'89) and Patricia, a daughter,
Ava Lauren, 10/26/00.
Diana Stabler {'89) and Doug Staton, a daughter,
Carmen Marie, 10/30/00.
Jacqueline Jacobs Williams ('89) and Calvin, a
son, Collin Emanual Jacob, 8/11/00.

1990s
Sheri Harvey Bowden {'90) and Joseph, a son,
John Joseph, 12/1/00.
Stephanie Cooper Burkhart {'90) and David, a
daughter, Kaitlin Anne, 10/8/00.
Molly Craig {'90) and Ted {'88), a daughter, Lillian
"Lily" Grace, 10/5/00.
Chad Cullum {'90) and Kim, a son, Zachary
Owen, 4/27/00.
Nicholas Galt {'90) and Barbara, a son, Alexander,
11/23/99.
Kimberly Mawyer Goldberg {'90) and Bart
{'91), a daughter, Lily Rose, 5/26/00.
Kevin Hollar {'90) and Marsha, a daughter,
Madeline Grace, 10/27/00.
Kevin Phillips {'90) and Kathryn, a son, Jackson
Sevier, 9/28/00.
Melinda Norfleet Brown {'91) and Joseph, a
daughter, Sydney Talia, 8/30/00.
Lisa Worsham Burch {'91) and Rob, a daughter,
Macy Caroline, 9/18/00.
Barbara L. Wright Cassett ('91) and Johnny, a
son, John Lloyd, 8/21/00.

fflAHlnli HISJORY AT
monTPEllER
Allison Enos ('99) is
making history at Mon tpelier, the home of James
and Dolley Madison. As
assistant to the curator,
Enos is part of the team
that has created an exhibition of one of
James and Dolley's dining extravaganzas
in celebration of James Madison's 250th
birthday. The exhibit is the first-ever, recreated Madison room at the museum.
"The whole process has definitely made
me a true believer in team work;' says Enos.
"Visitors can now get a real sense of what
it would have been like to attend a dinner
hosted by James and Dolley Madison. My
favorite thing about working at Montpelier is interpreting the history of the property from the Madison family to the present. Everyone knows Madison as 'Father
of the Constitution; but we are trying to
raise people's awareness of Madison as
much more. Madison's story is a multifaceted one. He had a wonderful sense of
humor and was called 'the best farmer in
the world ' by John Quincy Adams. I love
seeing the Madison history come alive
for visitors."
When not preparing for such occasions
as Madison's 250th birthday, Enos assists
the curator with collections, museum loans
and exhibition design. Enos completed an
internship at Montpelier before she was
hired in October 1999. The former Marching Royal Duke earned her bachelor's in art
history with a minor in public relations.

- Michelle Hite ('88)
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Go MAD! Win a James Madison poster

mad Fads
Did you know
that James Madison appears on the
$5,000 bill and that the
Federal Reserve Notes Series ·o f
1918 introduced the bill into circulation? In 1869, Alfred Sealey engraved
a Gilbert Stuart portrait of Madison
for the bill. Used mainly for transporting money from one bank to
another, the $5,000 bill has not
been in print since 1946. The
Federal Reserve found that
bills with high denominations were
not beneficial or cost efficient for the
American public.

- Karen Boxley ('01)
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Nikki Schmitt Buermeyer ('93) and Curt, a son,
Lucas David, 11/20/00.
Lisa Howard Candella ('93) and Aaron, a son,
WilJiam Joseph, 5/8/00.

s

Stephanie Wagoner Gatewood ('93) and Rick, a
son, Richard Blake, 2/8/00.

u

Alicia Horton Golden ('93) and Richard ('92), a
son, Daniel James, 12/12/00.
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Caryn Powell Helmandollar ('93) an d Bradley, a
daughter, Carter Ann, 11/5/00.
Lynette Chewning Holman ('93) and Philip
('91 ), a daughter, Claudia Josephine, 8/6/00.
Karen Young Kalas ('93) and David, a daughter,
Lydia Grace, I 0/24/00.
Christine Smith Kinsky ('93) an d Joseph, a
daughter, Samantha Kathryne, 6/19/00.
Wendy Stephens Lively ('93) and Matt, a son,
Nathan Holbrook, 6/26/00.
Marci Spencer Malinowski ('93) and Ken, a
daughter, Lauren ElJa, 8/29/00.

Daniel Strayton ('93) and Dawn, a son, Jack
Gerard, 8/17/00.
Alisa Lupo Varela ('93) and Alvaro ('94), a son,
Samuel Martin, 7/29/00.
Jennifer A. Duffell-Hoffman ('94) and Robert
L. ('96), a son, Matthew A., 11/9/00.
Tom Hamilton ('94) and Heather, a son,
Thomas Edmund, 10/25/00.
Angie Ledford Hutchison ('94) and Sam , a son,
Tyler McLean, 5/5/00.
Margaret Courtney Smith Karam ('94) and
Bernard ('93), a daughter, Abby Elizabeth,
11/21/00.

Win the James Madison 250th birthday commemorative poster shown on Pages 30 and 31. Test your Madisoa
knowledge by completing the crossword puzzle and the accompanying coupon on Page 79. Find all the answers in
issue of Montpe/ieL Then mail your entry (with coupon) to: Montpelie,: James Madison University, Medical Aris
West Suite 26. MSC 5718. Harrisonburg, VA. 22807. The JMU Alumni Association Board of Directors will randomly
draw 20 winners from all complete and correct entries postmarked by July 1. 2001.Answers will be posted oo !he
Montpe/ie,: Web site <www.jmu.edu/mon1pelier> in August
ACROSS

19 The amendment guaranteeing freedomof

1 The antique flute once belonging to Madison was

20 Young James' nickname

made from this material
3 JMU students have helped unearth these historical
items at Mount Pleasant and Monlpelier

7 JMU professor who helps direct the archaeology
field school at Monlpelier

8 The general for whom the Madisons prepared
supper in the fall of 1824
9 Madison'smother

21 This president called Madison the most un
ciated of the founding fathers
22 Structure James built on top of the ice house
27 JMU professor who played Madison's flute at ~
James Madison Day Convocation
28 Alumnus and newlyappointed director of JMU's
James Madison Center

10 James Madison portrayer

30 Alumnus who organized the living flag at Montpe,
lier's 250th celebration

12 Madison said that freedom arises from amultiplicity
of these. exercising m rights: asynonym for 25 down

32 The subject of the book compiled by JMU
Anthony Eksterowicz

15 Dolley's first husband

34 Monlpelier is located in this county

17 This president said Madison'sadministration ·~
more glory· than all previous administrations

35 James attended this colony's college, now calleii
Princeton U

18 He introduced James and Dolley

36 Texas alumna descended from Madison family

Mara Twohey Karry ('94) and Alec, a daughter,
Margaret Jane, 9/26/00.
Caryl Grebowski Maltese ('94) and Chris ('93),
a daughter, Abigail Siena, 5/20/00.
Julie Ackert Moran ('94) and Randy, a son,
Julian James, 5/20/00.
Ayanna Lane Richardson ('94) and Shawn, a
daughter, Madison Ayanna, 11/6/00.
Candy Corcoran Rodal ('94) and John ('93), a
daughter, Rebecca Eveline, 11/20/00.
Dan Schwarz ('94) and MichelJe, a daughter, Jessica
Payton, 8/31/00.
Jennifer Cooper Stuckey ('94) and Chris ('95), a
son, Joel Christopher, 8/16/00.
Erin Roche Cooke ('95) and Tim ('94), a daughter,
Margaret Eileen, 12/30/00.
Brenda Coughlin Monahan ('95) and Jason, a
son, Zachary James, 9/20/00.

Jaimie Friedman How ('98) and Jeffrey, a
daughter, Kaitlyn Alexis, 4/27/00.

IN MEMORIAM
Alberta Coiner Rhodes Shelton ('23), of
Annapolis, Md., and Virginia Beach, 10/8/00.
Mary Sturtevant Gardner ('24), of Portsmouth,
6/21/00.
Constance Lee Thompson Peebles ('25), of Richmond, 9/28/00.
Mary Louise Yancey ('29), of Yancey Mills, 9/30/00.
Marian Cynthia Warren ('31), of Portsmouth,
12/7/00.
Dorothy Virginia Whitesel ('31), of Williamsport,
Md., 11/8/00.
Martha Warren Wood ('32), ofNorfolk, 10/ 13/00.

Nicole Hill Page ('95) and Jonathan ('94), a
daughter, Olivia Aeron, 6/13/00.

Ann Moore White ('34), of Portsmouth, 1/13/01.

Stephanie Hoffman Rusnak ('95) and Timothy,
a son, Tanner Elliott, 6/29/00.

Vivian Weatherly Talbot ('38), of Portsmouth,
11/17/00.
Louise Copeland Lee ('39), of Virginia Beach,
10/6/00.
Margaret Derrick Stolz ('41), of Montgomery,
Pa., 5/23/00.
Mary Stuart Moseley ('46), of Lake Gaston,
11/8/00.
Margaret Hurff Savage ('51), of Marathon, Fla.,
3/1/00.
Carole Gwynn Cox Phipps ('61), of Colonial
Heights, 9/15/00.
Linda Fisher Glass ('71 ), of Dinwiddie, 5/9/00.

Karen O'Sullivan Seifert ('95) and Justin, a
daughter, Emily Paige, 10/20/00.
Gina Maria Christiani Barnes ('96) and Erik, a
son, Alexander Edward, 10/23/00.
Tina Moore Leuthner ('97) and Brian, a daughter,
Emma Hope, 11/ 15/99.
Jennifer Williams Mitchell ('97) and Chester, a
daughter, Jessica Ray, 4/30/00.
Leah Komara Reid ('97) and James, a daughter,
Jessica Lee, 10/19/00.
Katanya Lohr Elliott ('98) and Ernest W. ('97), a
daughter, Faith Brailyn, 8/28/00.

Peggy S. Johnson ('35), ofBaltimore, 10/18/99.

37 The shade of yellow Dolley chose fur her dining room
38 Fonner enslaved African-American who bought
cabin and 16 acres from Ambrose Madison

To be included in the drawing. send entire page {including completed puzzle and the C11upon) to Montpelier, Medical Arts West Suite 26.
MSC 5718. Harrisonburg. VA. 22807. Don't wony; if you're submitting aclass note, the magazine staff will forward your submission to
the alumni office.
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2 Human fragment found by archaeologists
17

4 James' grandmother
5 Madison. Hamilton and Jay wrote these papers to
explain the Constitution

10

19

--

6 List Madison wrote to ensure ratification of
the Constitution
11 Creator of Madison's flute
12 Engraver of the Madison $5.000 bill
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16 Dolley's religion
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26 Ambrose Madison died from this substance
29 The issue that first agitated Madison to public life
137
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24

27

31

25 Madison sought the competition of these groups to
prevent tyranny by the majority

31 Item on loan to Montpelier from JMU

-

21

14 Dolley's maiden name

24 Where James and Dolley spent their honeymoon

13
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14

18

13 Madison's ·cabinet post· under Jefferson

20 James Jr.'s "manservant"
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33 One of the crops raised at Montpelier

----------------------------,
otta new job?

The alumni office welcomes news for class notes that is
no more than a year old. Please send notice after weddings
and births have occurred and after degrees have been
completed. Is this a wedding notice? Did you remember to
include both spouses' names (including maiden), class years,
wedding date and hometown? Is this a birth announcement? Did you remember to include both parents' names,
class years, child's name and birth date?

Plene Slallil Jlllla' class 111118 to: Office of Alumni
Relations, Chandler Hall, MSC 0302, Harrisonburg VA 22807

ou just get married?

CLASS NOTE

Is there an addition to
(

Let your classmates know what's going on in y r Ii el

k

Full Name (include maiden) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Class Year _ _ __
Address __________________________
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Phone: home (

State ____ ZIP _ _ __

- - - - - - - - work (

E-mai l - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Spouse

(include maiden) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

JMU Class Year _ _

Please anticipate that it will take approximately six
months, or two issues, for your class note to appear
in Montpelier. We appreciate your patience.
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We've got the best selection
of James Madison
commemorative items,
JMU merchandise,
alumni apparel,
and more!

U N I V E R S I T Y®

BOOKSTORE
Warren Campus Center• 568-6121 • efollett.com
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UN l VE RS l TY.

MSC 8602
800 S. Main St.
Harrisonburg, VA 22807

ADDRESS SERV ICE REQ\JESTED

100247

Division of

DEVELOPMENT AND
ALUMNI RELATIONS
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Click, call or visit!
Shop online at efollett.com
or call toll free 800-280-754 3

Nonprofit Organization
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